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THE GREAT NEW MEXICO CATTLE RAID-1872
By CHARLES L. KENNER*
autumn of 1872 there occurred one of the most audacious events in New Mexico's turbulent history. John
IHittson-a
true Titan of the Texas cattle country I-led a
N THE

slashing raid into the territory searching for cattle which
the Comancheros had stolen from his native ranges. For at
least six weeks Hittson's armed bands terrorized the eastern
outskirts of settlement rounding up and then brazenly driving several thousand cattle northward to Colorado. The raid's
unsurpassed boldness has led writers from Joseph McCoy
in 1873 down to the present to comment on it, but a synthesized account has never been published. The lack of one has
led to the publication of much misleading data as; for instance, an account by the talented Mari Sandoz in her popular history, The Cattlemen. Miss Sandoz describes two raids
-the first being led by H. M. Childress in 1872 which encouraged William Hittson, the Texas cowman known as Colonel
John, to try his own raid in 1873. It supposedly was carried
out successfully with the aid of only "three very good men
with guns." 2 However, there was only one raid and that was
led by John Hittson with at least ninety instead of three gun.. Department of History, San Angelo College, 2600 West Avenue N, San Angelo, Texas.
1. For an account of Hittson's rise to prominence see the author's "John Hittson.
West Texas Cattle King," accepted for publication by West Texas Historical Association
YearBook.
2. Mari Sandoz, The Cattlemen from the Rio Grande Across the Far Maras (New
York: Hastings House, 1958) , 215.
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men present. William Hittson, John's brother and an outstanding ranchman in his own right, was not even associated
with it and H. M. Childress was only a subordinate on the
raid.
When he decided to lead an armed expedition into New
Mexico to recapture his stolen cattle, John Hittson was preparing to meet head-on a movement that had long scourged
the Texas border, the Comanchero trade in stolen cattle. The
Comancheros themselves had originated innocently enough
soon after the conclusion of a lasting peace between the
Comanches and. New Mexicans in 1786, serving as smalltime purveyors of civilization to the Indians. As early as the
1820's they probably began to accept cattle along with the
buffalo hides they reguhirly received in payment for their
trade goods. 3 Until the outbreak of the Civil War, however,
the number traded was so small as to go completely unnoticed; then the situation changed radically.
The Indians may well have been encouraged to raid
Texas by some federal military officials in New Mexico hoping
thus to injure the Texans' war effort;4 but a more significant
incentive was the decreasing buffalo population on the plains
which forced the Comanches to seek a substitute staple of
exchange for the Comanchero's guns, ammunition, and whiskey, upon which they had grown dependent. Regardless of
what motivated the Indians, the lush Texas ranges, teeming
with practically untended cattle, were completely vulnerable
to their lightning-like thrusts, and evidences of their activities multipled as the Civil War continued.
In early 1864, H. T. Ketcham, a special Indian agent, visited the winter camps of the Comanches to vaccinate them
for small pox and reported that not only were they holding
herds of cattle, but that they were also preparing for another
raid upon Texas. 5 Later in the same year Lieutenant Fran3. In 1871 some New Mexicans said the cattle trade had been going on for over fifty
years. Santa Fe Weekly Post, June 17, 1871.
4. "Report of Indian Agent Lorenzo Labadi," Annual Report oj the Commissioner oj
Indian Affairs, 1867 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1868), 215.
5. "Report of H. T. Ketchum. April 10, 1864," Annual Report oj the Commissioner oj
Indian Affairs, 1864 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1865),258.
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cisco Abreu, the Federal commander at Fort Bascom in eastern New Mexico, stated that New Mexican traders were
bringing in large numbers of cattle from the plains. 6
Thus started, the trade was not injured by the closing
of the Civil War; indeed, it was given a shot in the arm. The
vengeance-minded Federals blindly stripped the border of all
protection for a time, and their later half-hearted efforts to
stop the Indian raiding were completely unavailing. Indicative of the raids is the report of Lorenzo Labadi, a veteran
New Mexican Indian agent, who visited the Comanches trying to persuade them to stop raiding in Texas. Upon his return he reported that the Indian camps were "fairly
swamped" with cattle and horses and that no less than eighteen war parties were out on raids against the Texas frontier. 7 Since just one band of seventy-five braves were reported
to have stolen 4,100 cattle in a single week,8 the damage
caused by such wide-spread raiding was undoubtedly tremendous.
From bitter experience, John Hittson probably learned
as much about the trade as anyone. In relating an account of
its workings to a Denver reporter, he blamed the losses he and
other cattlemen had been suffering upon three classes of
people:
First and chiefest, are a set of men in New Mexico-merchants,
who occupy prominent and responsible positions before the
public. Next, are what are termed Comanchero8, a low desperate class of Greasers, who are in the employ of these merchants to perform the dirty work and act as go-betweens. Then
come the Indians I have spoken of. Their plan of operation is
this: The merchants . . . furnish the Comanchero8 with provisions, blankets, trinkets, and other things which an Indian
admires and will work for. The Comanchero8 go to the tribes
with whom they are on friendly footing, being half-blooded
some of them, and make known their wants-or give their
6. Lt. Francisco Abreu to Captain Robert Cutler, October 10, 1864. War of the Rebellion, Official Records (Series I), vol. 34, part 4, page 422.
7. "Report of Lorenzo Labadi," op. cit., 215.
8. Weekly New Mexican (Santa Fe), July 21, 1868.
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order, as it were-for a nice herd of Texas cattle. The Indians,
who live upon this business, at once start upon their thieving
mission, and are not unfrequently accompanied by these Mexicans, who are, on such occasions much more savage and expert
than the Indians themselves. 9

Hittson undoubtedly suffered heavily from the Comanche
cattle raids, but it is impossible to determine the exact number of his losses. One of his hired hands testified many years
later that "the number [of Hittson's cattle] was lessened by a
fourth, or possibly a half," 10 but no estimates were made by
Hittson himself of his losses. Despite his reticence, the possible scope of the loss he suffered can be surmised from the
claims put forward by one of his less renowned neighbors,
Lewis A. Dickson, of Wise County, who reported losing an
estimated $159,750 worth of cattle and horses to the Indians
between 1868 and 1873. 11
After vainly urging that the F'ederal authorities take
effective measures to protect the cattlemen by stationing
"troops or well organized companies of civilians on the frontier with orders to arrest and bring to strict account all suspicious looking characters," 12 Hittson decided to take matters into his own hands in the spring of 1872. He was convinced that he could find many of his stolen stock in the valleys of the Pecos and Canadian rivers in New Mexico and
determined to recapture as many as possible.
Methodically he began to carry out the plan. First, he secured "powers of attorney" from "nearly two hundred" of
his follow ranchers in Texas giving him the right to represent them in the civil courts to recover their cattle as well
as his ownP Next he went to Denver and "outfitted three
parties-about thirty men each." Arming them well, he sent
9. Rocky Mountain News (Denver), April 29, 1873.
10. Affidavit of M. L. Johnson, May 2, 1908. Indian Depredation Cases #2996, 2997,
and 3000. Records of the United States Court of Claims, Washington, D. C.
11. "Indian Depredation Claims," House Executive Document, 49 Cong., 1885-1886 (37
voIs., Washington: Government Printing Office, 1886), XXXI, No. 125, p. 134.
12. Colorado Chieftain (Pueblo), July 11,1872.
13. Ibid., October 17, 1872.
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them south into New Mexico where he soon joined them "and
obtained another strong guard" in that territory.14
To assist him on the raid, Hittson recruited as lieutenants
some veteran ranchers only slightly less notable than himself.
Foremost of these was James Patterson who had operated
the first large ranch on the Pecos below Fort Sumner while
selling beef to the Navahos at Bosque Grande immediately
after the Civil War. After selling his property there to John
Chisum in 1867, he ranched elsewhere in New Mexico, rather
uniquely marketing his beef through his own meat market
in Santa Fe. These activities together with his continuing to
sell beef to the government made him one of the largest Federal income tax payers in New Mexico in both 1867 and 1868.
Sometime around 1870 he moved to Colorado, and when the
New Mexican newspapers spoke of him during the raid his
address was given as Denver. 15
One of Hittson's more colorful aides was a veteran trail
driver named H. M. Childress, the son of a remarkable pioneer Methodist circuit rider in West Texas. He had established one of the earliest ranches in Coleman County, from
which he drove an average 2,500 head of cattle annually to
Abilene between 1867 and 1871. Instead of prospering, however, he had "recklessly squandered many thousands of dollars" and was anxious to recoup his fortunes when he met
Hittson and decided to accompany him to New Mexico. From
his description he would seem to have been an important addition to Hittson's forces:
He will walk boldly into death's jaws to relieve or avenge a
friend; has a nerve of iron, cool and collected under fire. Is
a deadly pistol shot, and does not hesitate to use one effectively
when occasion requires; yet would always rather avoid a quarrel than seek one, but will not shrink from facing the most desperate characters. . . . to his enemies he presents, in anger,
14. Rocky Mountain News. April 29, 1873. Other accounts pIace the number of Hittson's men at sixty (Weekly New Mexican, September 24, 1872) and one hundred fifty
(Colorado Chieftain, October 17, 1872).
15. James Cox, Historical and Biographical Record of the Cattle Industry and the
Cattlemen of Texas and the Adjacent Territory (St. Louis: Woodward and Tierman, 1895),
313; Daily New Mexican, September 19. 1868, JuIY.17, 1868. and May 19, 1869.
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that peculiar characteristic of smiling demoniacally whilst he
is plainly and openly maneuvering to shoot them through the
heart.l 6

Rather strangely Childress was not mentioned by the contemporary New Mexican newspapers. Instead, they dwell at
length on the accomplishments of a Hittson aide named Martin Childers, who struck terror into the hearts of the Mexicans. One is tempted to believe Martin Childers and H. M.
Childress might have been the same person, and either McCoy
or the New Mexican newspapers misspelled his name; however, just as there was an authentic Texas rancher named
H. M. Childress, there was also one named Martin Childers
who was listed as one of the leading cattlemen of northwest
Texas, running 10,000 head of cattle in 1870. 17
Hittson's operations in New Mexico must be pieced together from a number of separate and often conflicting fragmentary sources. He himself only stated that his men struck
first at "Port Dilune" [Puerto de Luna] on the Pecos River
in July, 1872. His account maddeningly (to the historian)
boxed the operations of the entire summer into one terse
sentence: His men combed the countryside and "in a few
weeks time recovered from four to six thousand of my cattle."ls Fortunately other contemporary records are not so
scanty, and it is possible to fill out the details of the raid.
An unintended result of Hittson's operations was to help
spoil a summer's campaigning by a hard-hitting army officer
named R. S. Mackenzie. Mackenzie had painfully trailed a
large herd of stolen cattle across the Staked Plains, hoping
to capture the Comancheros who had taken them. Unfortunately for him, when he reached the New Mexican settlements
he found that the robbers "had left . . .. to escape capture by
a party of citizens who were arresting cattle thieves, and tak16. Joseph G. McCoy, Historic Sketches of the Cattle Trade of the West and Southwest
(Washington: The Rare Book Shop, 1932), 346.
17. John Ashton, "Texas Cattle Trade in 1870," The Cattleman, XXXVIII (July,
1951),75.
18. Rocky Mountain News, April 29, 1873.
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ing possession of stolen cattle." 19 Mackenzie was only the
most important of several who left brief notations of some
aspect of the Hittson raid, while remaining unaware of its
over-all nature.
By no means did Hittson always act in a ruthless or violent manner while in New Mexico. He was comparatively
tactful with the powerful Romero family, who were both the
leading ranchers and office holders of San Miguel Countyholding such lucrative positions as sheriff and probate judge
as virtual personal possessions. When Hittson arrived at their
ranch he diplomatically offered to repurchase any stolen animals that they might have unwittingly bought. His hosts,
quite happy not to force the issue with the well-armed
Texans, quickly agreed to his proposal and released his cattle
with fervent expressions of regret-pocketing any rancor
they might have felt along with hismoney.2o
The reasoning behind Hittson's suave behavior is found
in an agreement he and the Romeros made as part of their
transaction. The Spanish rico agreed to keep secret the fact
that he had been paid for his cattle. Thus, when the smaller
Mexican ranchers saw how easily Hittson had regained his
cattle from the all-powerful Romeros, they also had a resurgence of courtesy and released their "cattle with Texas
brands . . . hurriedly with tactful Spanish [apologies] for
the lamentable mistake."21 Not all proved so tractable, as
others ran their stock into the mountains and slaughtered
them for their hides rather than docilely wait for their illgotten fruits to be stripped from them.
Inevitably resentment towards the Anglo invaders grew
as Hittson's activities intensified and his men flaunted their
contempt for the native population. At Las Vegas a delegation of townsmen petitioned Don Miguel Otero, formerly New
Mexico's delegate to the United States Congress, to use his
19. Annual Report of the Secretary of War.

1872, 151.

1934.

20. Interview, George E. Crammer to Edgar McMechem, May 7,
MS. in Colorado
Historical Museum Library, Denver, Colorado.
21. Edgar McMechem, "John Hittson, Cattle King," The Colorado Magazine, XI (May,

1934), 169.
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prestige and prominence on the Texans. Reluctantly Otero
undertook the task and-with his two teen-age sons-went
to the raider's camp where he urged their leader "to have
greater regard for the property of the citizens of New
Mexico." 22
The Texan, remembered by young Miguel Jr.-the future
territorial governor of New Mexico-as a "large, red-headed
man with chin whiskers, weighing fully two hundred and
twenty-five pounds," answered Otero harshly:
"These God damn greasers have been stealing our horses and
cattle for the past fifty years, and we got together and thought
we would come up this way and have a grand round-up, and
that is why we are here. What is more we intend to take all the
horses and cattle we come across and drive them back to Texas
where they belong. My advice to your fellows is: Don't attempt
to interfere with what we are doing unless you are looking for
trouble." 23

That ended the conversation.
More violent encounters between the native population
and Hittson's forces have been passed down by some of the
veteran settlers there. Not too unexpectedly, it was more
often the American element than the Mexican that resisted.
J. Evetts Haley relates that Jim Duncan, an early freighter,
recalled that a rancher named Simpson asserted that the
Texans were not going to take the cattle he had bought from
the Comancheros. As the Texans jerked open the gate to the
corral where the cattle were located, Simpson jumped into
the opening. Undaunted, the Texans shot him down and coldbloodedly drove the cattle out over his body.24
A similar incident concerning an Anglo rancher near
Anton Chico, who had long done a thriving business in stolen
cattle, was also recalled long years afterwards by an old
Comanchero. With apparent gusto the old Mexican related
22. Miguel Otero, My Life on the Frontier 1864-1882 (New York: Press of the Pioneers, 1935), 62.
23. Ibid., 63.
24. J. Evetts Haley, "The Comanchero Trade:' Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
XXXVIII (January, 1935), 173.
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his tale of the inevitable clash when the Texans arrived at
the Anglo's ranch in their methodical search for cattle:
The Tejanos recovered about fifteen hundred head of cattle
with their brands but not without a fight. The cowboys hired
by the Americanos brought out their guns and there was real
war. The Tejanos were victorious and besides recovering their
cattle, they took one of the cowboys of the Americanos and
lynched him. They left him hanging from a pine tree close to
the house. 25

While the above accounts may have acquired more than a
little garnishment during the many years before they were
written down, at least one sensational clash between the raiders and the New Mexicans is substantiated beyond aU doubt.
At the little town of Lorna Parda, located about twenty-five
miles north of Las Vegas, the populace, led by their police
chief and postmaster, Edward Seaman, decided to defend
their cattle against the encroachments of the Texans. At the
first they were successful for, when some of the Texans arrived on September 8, they found seven head of Hittson's
cattle, but were prevented from driving them off. The next
day they returned twenty strong "but found the police of the
precinct awaiting them and they left." The Texans gave the
villagers little time in which to celebrate their apparent victory for the next day a raiding party of sixty gunmen appeared, ready to brook no show of resistance.
Of the violent tragedy that followed, two lengthy but conflicting reports exist. According to the Mexican's official inquest,26 the immediate trouble began when Julian Baca, a
resident, refused to surrender two horses. He tried to run
into his house to escape the Texans but "was seized from
behind and pounded with pistols . . . until his body was
black." A neighbor, Toribo Garcia, attracted by Senora Baca's
screams that her husband was being killed, dashed into the
street, gun in hand. Over-awed by the sight of the armed
25. Fabiola Cabeza de Baca, We Fed Them Cactu8 (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1954).60.
26. Weeklll New Mexican, September 24,1872.
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Texans, he hastily retreated towards the protection of his
home but was shot through the back by one of the raiders,
dying almost instantly.
By this time Seaman had arrived at the scene with unfortunate consequences to himself. One of the Texans immediately accosted him with the remark, "What are you doing
here, you d-son of a b-h," and following it up with a
slashing blow with his rifle across Seaman's face, "cutting
a deep gash across the cheek bone, and putting out the left
eye." Delirious from the blow, Seaman unwittingly ran into
the corral only to find it filled with his adversaries. When he
turned to escape, he was dragged back into it by a Texan who
snarled at him, "hold on you son of a b-h, we are not done
with you yet." Desperately Seaman wrenched loose and stumbled towards the door of the house when he was "shot from
behind, falling forward on his face-the ball entered the
back part of the head and came out just above the forehead
tearing away quite a large piece of the skull, and causing
instant death."
After doing away with their chief foe, the Texans raced
up and down the streets, firing wildly and running off stock.
When the local alcalde ventured into the street to protest he
was callously shot through both legs. This ended the Mexican's last shred of resistance, and they helplessly huddled
behind their adobe walls until finally their tormentors left
the tortured town to its misery.
The Mexican was not the only side of the story; James
Patterson wrote a letter to the editor of the New Mexican,
in which he explained that the Texans were acting purely in
self defense. According to him Hittson's men were at the
corral where the shooting took place:
. . . demanding the cattle of the men claiming them within
the enclosure, when Mr. Seaman rushed into their midst loudly
calling to a party of armed followers to 'come on,' and without
further warning, presented a revolver in the face of Mr. Childers with a threat of instant death. So sudden was the attack
that Childers had no time to draw and defend himself. A man
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from behind seeing the peril of Mr. Childers. . shot Seaman
through the head killing him instantly. The cowardly crew who
were to have helped in the attack, at this moment turned and
fled, leaving the ground to the Texans. 27

Despite the Texan's version of the Loma Parda incident,
a storm of controversy flared through the newspapers of the
state as angry editors sought to turn their readers against
the invaders. Bitterly the New Mexico Union described the
Texans as coming into the area "with braggadocio, swaggering and offers of violence," complaining that "too often these
blowing bullies have succeeded with their pretensions." It
concluded its tirade with a rousing appeal for action:
We say no just . . . man should allow himself . . . to be
trampled upon by the disgusting, cowardly pretender. The time
has come when people should hold their rights in their own
hands. We repeat our wonder at the submission of a wronged
people. For weeks, men in bands from Texas have ranged with
pistols, rifles and knives and have taken cattle where they
pleased, under the pretense that they had at some time been
unlawfully taken from Texas. Is there another county in the
United States where the whole community would not rebel at
the outrage? We say to the people, take care of your own interest. You have no safety but in your own hands. 28

While this overwhelmingly represented the majority
viewpoint in New Mexico, it was not the only one. The New
Mexican in the same issue that carried an account of the
tragedy was surprisingly moderate. It summed up its opinion thusly: "there is a soreness on the part of the innocent
purchasers of the stock, but they cannot deny the justice of
the Texan's claims."29
Regardless of the justice of the Texans' claims it is hard
to excuse the brutality at Loma Parda. Hittson himself, perhaps not too proud of it, even sought to deny all connection
with it. The next year he told a Denver reporter, "I had no
engagement at arms with any parties, as they saw it was
27. Ibid., October I, 1872.
28. The New Mexico Union (Santa Fe), October I, 1872.
29. Weekly New Mexican, October 1,1873.
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useless to interpose against my outfit. The death of two men
was laid to my boys, but I am positive other parties were at
fault." 30
As can be concluded from the above incidents, Hittson's
raid could easily have degenerated into a state of complete
lawlessness. Indeed many of the New Mexicans charged that
this was the case. A standard complaint was that "when they
came to recover their cattle, they would drive every cow
which was in their path." 31 Otero made no bones about calling them out and out rustlers and made the charge that the
leader of the marauders "took the proceeds of the raid and
invested it in Denver, erecting one of that city's largest office
buildings." 32
Despite these charges, Hittson was not a furtive character
while in New Mexico and was careful to operate within the
admittedly lax limits of the law. Both he and Patterson were
listed as frequent guests at the Fonda Hotel in Santa Fe,33 and
doubtlessly visited quite openly in Las Vegas and the other
leading towns of New Mexico. Finally, the New Mexicans,
unable to cope with his party by force, did turn to legal means
for, in Hittson's words, "some of the parties from whom I
had taken my own cattle, secured indictments against me to
the number of about a dozen."34 He posted bond to stay out
of jail until the district court would meet the next spring.
On top of this two of the area ranchers, Pribert and Kirchner
by name, had obtained writs of replevin preventing their
cattle from being driven from the state until the courts had
decided their proper owner. 35
Bad as these difficulties were, they were compounded by
other sources of annoyment to Hittson which served to dis30. Rocley Mountain News, April 29,1873.
31. Cabeza de Baca, We Fed Them Cactus, 64.
32. Otero, My Life on the Frontier, 63. It is interesting to note in regard to this charge
that in 1888 Hittson's sons-in-law did build Denver's first modern office building-Otero's
account was first published some sixty years after the raid.
33. Daily New Mexican, July 30, 1872; August 8, 1872; August 19, 1872; September 14,
1872.
34. Rocky Mountain News, April 29, 1873.
35. Daily New Mexican, October 4, 1872.
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tract his attention throughout the time he was in New Mexico. He had left his son Jesse in charge of the home ranch
in Texas with instructions to send a large herd over the Pecos
Trail to Colorado. This was done, but at a point on the Pecos
near the Texas-New Mexico boundary a party of Apaches
stole all but five of the herders' remuda. Only by borrowing
a few horses from another trail outfit, that luckily was close
by, did Hittson's crew reach Chisum's ranch near Fort Sumner where they could purchase more horses. When Hittson
heard of the robbery, he unsuccessfully searched for the
thieves and then on September 9 wrote a letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs at Washington, requesting compensation at a rate of one hundred fifty dollars per horse
and two hundred dollars per mule, for a grand total of
$6,050. 36 This was the only claim for compensation he ever
made, but it would be thirty years after his death before any
restitution would be secured.
A more serious worry than the loss of his horses also
plagued Hittson during the later summer. His brother William arrived in New Mexico with a herd of cattle and reported that Jesse had been killed by IndiansY Happily, this
later proved to be only a mistaken rumor started by a cowboy
who had fled the scene of an all day battle in which Jesse and
eleven cowboys held off some seventy-five Comanches near
the present town of Ballinger in July, 1872, although they
were unable to save a herd of seven hundred cattle they had
been tending. 38 William Hittson apparently heard the rumor
about the time he left the Concho country on his trek towards
the Pecos.
Even if the rumor was baseless, Hittson had good reason
to be anxious about the seventeen-year-old son upon whom he
had placed so much responsibility. On September 14, the
Weatherford Times carried a report that young Hittson had
36. John Hittson to Francis A. Walker, September 9, 1872, Indian Depredation Case
#3001, Records of the United States Court of Claims, Washington, D. C.
37. Daily New Mexican, September 2,1872.
38. Deposition of Sam Gholson, November 30, 1899, Indian Depredation Case #3000.
Records of the United States Court of Claims, Washington, D. C.
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been attacked by four Indians in Stephens County. The youth
reportedly killed one of them and then escaped while the other
three were carrying off their comrade's body.39 Lightly indeed did the frontiersmen wear their scalps.
Worry about the happenings in Texas, coupled with the
fact that his New Mexican operations were halted until the
court would meet the next spring, prompted Hittson to return
to Texas. He left Santa Fe on the stage on October 25 after
naming James Patterson and Thomas Stockton as his representatives in charge of recovering his stolen cattle and those
for whom he himself held "Powers of Attorney."40 The activities of these two, however, were sharply curtailed by the
legal uncertainties, and troubles steadily mounted for their
subordinates.
In December Martin Childers and several others were arrested to face charges of horse stealing and murdering Seaman and Garcia. They were placed in the Las Vegas jail, the
"strongest and costliest edifice of its kind" in New Mexico,
but escaped within three days. The disappointed New Mexicans, suspecting bribery, imprisoned the jailor and four of
the five guards on duty when the escape occurred. Then woefully the New Mexican observed that "Vigorous efforts will
be made for [Childer's] recapture, but it is safe to say that
he will never again be heard of in our Territory." 41
Meanwhile in Texas Hittson was making preparations for
moving his headquarters to a ranch he owned near Deer Trail,
Colorado. While working at this he received a letter from
William Veale, the chairman of the Committee on Indian
Affairs of the Texas legislature, asking for a detailed statement of his experiences and findings in New Mexico. Hittson
replied that he had only partly succeeded in accomplishing
his purposes of putting "a stop to the Indian depredations as
far as possible" and recovering his stolen property. He had
"got possession of between five and six thousand head of
cattle, which are now being herded in . . . Colorado, but the
39. Copied in Galveston Daily News, September 20, 1872.
40. Daily New Mexican, October 26, 1872.
41. Ibid., December 28, 1872 and January 5, 1873.
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above were recovered at enormous expense, nearly equal to
the value of the property recovered." In relation to a plea for
state protection "without which these thieving depredations
will continue so long as there is cattle or horses on our frontier," Hittson estimated the number of cattle driven from
Texas and disposed of by the Comancheros during the previous twenty years was one hundred thousand head. 42
Even while Hittson was quietly working on his ranch in
Texas, colorful accounts of his recent raid extolling his successes and virtues spread rapidly over the country. Speaking
of reports, the Rocky Mountain News stated: "John Hittson's
operations against the border thieves seem to have attracted
general attention; and our bold, honest and wealthy stockman has gained a national reputation by the effectiveness of
his operations and its entire lack of 'red tape!' "43
A particularly vivid report was published in the New
York Evening Post under the striking headline: "Cattle Jack
-A modern Hercules to the Rescue!" Described by the Colorado papers as "descriptive, spicy, and entertaining," the
story outlined Hittson's exploits: He "scatters his spies
over [New Mexico] and hears of thousands of cattle with
the marks he is seeking, 'drops upon' their present owner,
and . . . says: 'You have got my cattle and those of my
friends; I have come after them, and propose to take them
with me.' "44
Not even the courts were able to bother the Hittson of the
reports: "He attends the sittings with his men and the judge's
eyes are opened so that he knows good from evil immediately
and every animal is forthcoming." The article concluded with
the prediction that Hittson was likely to recover a million
dollars worth of property, and "let us hope he receives a
handsome part for his own."
Unconcerned with the grandiloquent descriptions of his
42. The Daily Statesman (Austin), February 2,1873. In contrast to this Charles Good·
night stated 300,000 had been run off during the Civil War alone. Haley, Charles Goodnight,
138.
43. Rocley Mountain News. January 5, 1873.
44. Copied in Colorado Chieftain, January 16, 1873.
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successes and attributes, Hittson returned to Las Vegas in
March for the meeting of the district court. According to
his own statement only one case was actually tried. When it
resulted in a verdict favoring him, the district attorney
dropped the remainder of the cases. 45 Unfortunately the court
records were apparently destroyed in a subsequent fire so his
account cannot be amplified.
The results of Hittson's New Mexico raid have been distorted. It has been generally accepted by writers that he recovered eighteen thousand cattle and that he sold them for
the benefit of the original owners. 46 Hittson in April of 1873,
however, stated, "I recovered between five and six thousand
cattle that had been stolen from myself and immediate neighbors,-worth between $60,000 and $70,000,-and we have
them still in our possession."47 There is no indication how
much, if any, the Texans who granted Hittson "Powers of
Attorney" benefitted from the raid.
It is also difficult to gauge the effect it had upon the suppression of the Comanchero cattle trade with the Indians.
Certainly the market for stolen cattle in New Mexico would
have been hurt if it was established that the original owners
could reclaim their stock there. Hittson's efforts, however, did
not end the trade. It would be the forcing of the Indians onto
reservations, the killing of their buffalo, and the relentless
patrolling of the plains, not the actions of individual cowmen,
that would do that.
According to Miguel Otero, an unintended outcome of the
Hittson raid was an increase in race antagonism between the
native New Mexicans and the Texans. He stated that the raid
. . . revealed that hostile and vengeful feeling displayed by the
Texans which produced acts of lawlessness calculated to make
the name "Tejano" a hated word among the New Mexicans.
It is said that mothers were in the habit of censuring their
45. Rocky Mountain News, April 29, 1873.
46. McMechern, "John Hittson, Cattle King," Colorado Magazine, XI, 169; Walter
Prescott Webb, editor, The Handbook of Texas, (2 vois., Austin: Texas State Historical
Association, 1951), I, 818; McCoy, Historic Sketches of the Cattle Trade, 345.
47. Rocky Mountain News, April 29. 1873.
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children with the dire threat: "If you are not good, I'll give you
to the Tejanos, who are coming back." 48

It is difficult to arrive at definite conclusions on Hittson's
raid. In the absence of absolute information on his motives,
a number of interpretations could be placed on his actions. He
might be considered a rancher trying to make the frontier a
safer place to live, a hard-pressed cowman lashing out against
his enemies furiously and blindly, or-as the New Mexicans
seemed to think-a ruthless villain out to make as much profit
as possible from an unfortunate situation. Whatever the case,
it was an interesting, unique, and little-noticed episode in the
history of the southwestern frontier.

48. Otero, My Life on the Frontier, 63.
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Edited by WILLIAM J. PARISH
(Continued)
"The Young Observer" in Colorado and New Mexico *
A Drive Across the Southwestern Country
From Springer, N.M., via the Santa Fe, back thru the
tunnel at Raton and over the beautiful white mountains, glistening in the sunlight, past the noted Spanish Peaks, I came
to Trinidad, Colo. On the train, I asked a tall, bearded man
how he liked the country. "Well" said he, "this is the damnedest country I ever saw. Here we have been trying to get past
these Spanish peaks all day, and they are still in sight." (This
was five o'clock PM) "I like a country where you can get
some place some time." With a person not used to the atmosphere and to seeing great distances, the eye is easily
deceived. The unsophisticated easterner often starts out to
take a little stroll to a mountain which is 18 or 20 miles away,
and, after walking perhaps an hour or two and finding the
distance apparently not lessening, he gives up in despair and
goes back.
IN TRINIDAD, I called at the Trinidad scouring mills. 1 I
found them busy scouring last spring's clip and learned that
they had enough on hand to keep them engaged for some time
to come. The wool around here shows a longer staple and more
Merino crosses than that farther South. It is quite common
to find staple wools around Trinidad, and nearly all the flocks
• (From Our Traveling Staff Correspondent) The American Shepherd's Bulletin, vol.
7, no. 3, March, 1902 (pt. 1).
1. There had been at least two: the Forbes and Primrose scouring mills (Charles Ilfeld
Collection, Copy Book 33, May 8, 1895, p. 466 and Incoming Correspondence Packet 35, Nov.
19, 1896, UNM Library). In later years Frank Bond of Wagonmound had an interest in
the Forbes Wool Company of Trinidad (Frank Grubbs, "Frank Bond, Gentleman Sheepherder of Northern New Mexico, 1883-1915," New Mexico Historical Review, 35 :298).
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average from 5 to 6 pounds of wool to the head. There are
many rich ranch men and feeders who have their homes in
Trinidad. The school advantages here are fine, and Trinidad
might be called a centre of refinement for southeastern Colo.
and the surrounding country. I found here a man who had
the courage to tell me wherein eastern stock is lacking in interest to the western man. Said he,
"YOUR EASTERN RAMS are all right, but they are no good
to us here until they are acclimated." "How long," said I,
"does it take an Ohio or Michigan ram to get used to your
climate?" "Well," said he, "it depends upon how he has been
taken care of from his birth. If he has been fed all he wants
from the time he was weaned till we get him ,and never had
to rustle for himself, he will die getting acclimated; but if"
on the other hand, he has been turned out to pasture most of
the year and learned to rustle for himself, he will get used to
things out here in two or three months and do comparatively
well on our dry gramma grass and water two or three times
a week. The great trouble with your eastern sheep raisers is
that they treat the sheep too well, and thereby destroy their
constitution and capability of standing range life." Our eastern sheep raisers should bear this fact in mind, and remember that the western ranch man can use these eastern sheep
only when the rams know what it is to live on grass and grass
alone. When they strike the range and are turned into the
flock, they are more than liable to see no more corn or grain
again in their lives. Quite a few of the feeders, who have
their homes in Trinidad, have feeding pens in Las Animas or
Fort Collins. These sheep, for the most part, are fed on alfalfa
hay and corn. Some growers are feeding cotton seed meal and
cotton hulls. These hulls are proving quite a success as a feed
as well as a source of revenue for the southern cotton mills.
The number of sheep fed in the above-mentioned places is a
great many less than last year.
I have asked of many at what price they considered they
could sell their lambs and obtain a profit, say, in April. The
answer of nearly everyone was, 6%, to 7 cents a pound. Some
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put it as low as 6 112 cents, but none lower. Everywhere that I
have been in New Mexico, there are numbers of
LAMBS YET UNSOLD. This will in the estimation of some,
increase the wool clip of New Mexico nearly %. above that of
last year. On account of the long spell of cold weather, there
are many weak lambs and cattle on the range, and, if the
weather does not turn soon, there will be large losses among
the cattle and sheep men of Texas and New Mexico.
Leaving Trinidad, Colorado, I came to Clayton. CLAYTON
IS ONE OF THE MOST PROGRESSIVE and business-like towns
in New Mexico. In fact, I believe there is more business done
in Clayton in a year than in any other town of its size in the
territory. The business men are progressive, and are supported by a rich ranging country on all sides. The business of
the town is divided between four large mercantile companies,
the Lawrence Mercantile Company 2 doing the most business, M. Herzstein 3 ranking next, and Phil Denitz and Max
Weil 4 -following in the order named. The Lawrence Mercantile Company and M. Herzstein handle the bulk of the wool
and pelts which come into Clayton. The contract price for
wool seems to be about 13 cents.
After staying in the town for some little time, I accepted
the kind invitation of Mr. Abel Martinez to spend a week at
his ranch, which is located some 32 miles south of Clayton.
We started for the ranch on a fine winter day, just cold
enough to have a bracing effect. We traveled south at a merry
2. Albert Lawrence was president of tbe corporation. Other officers were A.M. Blackwell, Vice-Pres., Solomon Floersheirn, Sec., and G. A. Franz. Treas. This company, along
with Floersheim Mercantile Company of Springer, was partially owned by the Gross,
Blackwell and Company of Las Vegas. Albert Lawrence was also a substantial stockholder
in the Floersheim Company, his name appearing on Jan. 20, 1903 in place of Harry W.
Kelly of Gross, Blackwell. On Jan. 21, 1914 his stock was purchased by the Company in
return for 6% notes (Floersheim Mercantile Company Minute Book, PP. 30, 58, 65, UNM
Library). The Lawrence Mercantile Company was sold to Christian Otto and Charles
Schleter about this time although Twitchell is probably incorrect in placing the date about
1910 (R.E. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History, Vol. 4, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, 1917, P. 538).
3. Morris Herzstein. See Twitchell, op cit, vol. 4, pp. 542-543, for biographical sketch.
4. Was postmaster at Marguerita, San Miguel County, Mar. 19, 1891 to Oct. 13, 1892
(Sheldon H. Dike, The Territorial Post Offices of New Mexico, Copyright, 1958, S. H. Dike,
UNM library) .
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pace and reached the ranch headquarters at about three
o'clock. The land around
THE MARTINEZ RANCH is somewhat broken. The adobe
house is located at the side of his water hole, which is large
enough to water one herd of sheep. It is fed by a fine spring
of pure water, and is an elegant place for watering sheep. Mr.
Martinez, with his father-in-law, has close to 4,000 sheep and
several hundred head of cattle. There are many small canyons
on their range where a good well can be dug, and where water
can be obtained at a depth of from eight to 15 feet; so, you
see, the water question does not bother them greatly.
As Mr. Martinez's wife was in town, we had to cook our
own meals. It might have surprised some of his friends to see
the "Bulletin's" representative cooking and baking. Talk
about biscuits! The Indian herder on the ranch said that they
would be a nice thing to kill coyotes with, and declined my
offer to let him have a batch of them for his dog. Some of our
trips out from the ranch were made on horseback, as Mr.
Martinez owns some very fine riding horses.
RANCH LIFE. At the home ranch of nearly every progressive ranch man there is a corral fitted with hay racks and
corn troughs for the feeding of the weak lambs and the old
ewes which are to be fatted for mutton. Out of the 1,600 head
of lambs Mr. Martinez raised last spring, he has about 150 up
on feed. They are fed lightly, this year, for corn and alfalfa
are very high her (sic) (corn being worth $1.50 per hundred and alfalfa $12 per ton). After the lambs are taken out
of the flock there are few that die, for they are under the undivided care of their owner. It is claimed by a great many
that an Indian herder is the most capable man that they can
get to take care of their sheep. This is a disputed point, however, among sheep men. Let it be said, however, that the Indian herder on the Martinez ranch is certainly a fine one and
takes excellent care of the sheep. Mr. Martinez, like many
other sheep men in this locality, has his lambs yet unsold.
They will be sold any time after shearing when the price is
right. Lambs are held now at $1.25 to $1.75 per head, accord-
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ing to the quality. The Martinez ranch proper consists of four
claims. In addition to this is government land in every direction as far as the eye can reach.
After a pleasant week we returned to Clayton, where I
stayed over Sunday. The next Monday afternoon, Robert T.
Mansker, the deputy sheriff, and I started out on a ten day's
trip to summon jurors, and to work in the interest of the
"Bulletin." Leaving our Clayton friends behind, we sped over
the brown, sandy prairie, out past
CHRIS OTTO'S RANCH. 5 It is said by those who know, that
some 15 years ago, the above-mentioned gentleman, in company with Charles Schleter, drove a herd of sheep overland
from California into the territory of New Mexico. 6 From that
small beginning, by their thrift and business ability, they
have made themselves the largest sheep owners in Union
county, New Mexico. Their fortunes are variously estimated,
but it will suffice to say that they produce the best and largest
clips of wool of any individual owners in northeastern NM.
They have attained this end by the careful breeding of good
stock rams and by taking the best of care of their flocks. They
have blood in their flocks that has come from many of the
best flocks of the US, including the eastern and north central
states. Passing the Otto ranch we drove over a wide mesa and
then down into a little arroyo where the post-office of Barney
is located. We stayed all night with a man by the name of
Con Archuleta, who, with George Chavez, of the same locality, owns about 800 fine sheep. Archuleta started with
nothing. For a long time he cooked for cow outfits, and finally got enough ahead to start in the sheep business for himself. This is an example of what a man can do if he tries hard
and sticks to it.
Several miles across the mesa and down the Tramperos
canyon we came to Beenham,7 and had a very pleasant call on
5. Christian Otto. See TwitcheIl, op cit, vol. 4, p. 538, for biographical sketch.
6. Confirmed in Alvis interview of Christian Otto, Sept. 8, 1934 (Berry N. Alvis,
"History of Union County," New Mexico Historical Review, 22:256).
7. The parties must have traveled along the present route of highway 58. Beenham, in
which a post office had been established April 29, 1890 (Dike, op cit) must have been just
east of Pasamonteo
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the jolly postmaster, an Englishman who has for many years
been staying with the country raising cattle and sheep. When
you talk with Charley Bushne1l 8 you cannot help feeling better and the world looks brighter because of him. He reported
that his sheep were doing well and that he had had but few
losses. Climbing out of the canyon, we journeyed across the
mesa and got to Pasamonte for dinner. Our host, Carl Gilg
and his wife, made our visit a pleasant one, and the dinner
that we sat down to would certainly do credit to any woman,
a true German dinner and one that was hard to beat. Mr.
Gilg runs a general merchandise store, is postmaster 9 at
Passamonte, [Pasamonte] and a regular reader of the "Bulletin." He buys hides, pelt, and wool, as does almost every general merchandise store in New Mexico. After a small size
blizzard had passed, we traveled south to the home of
ROMULO LUCERO who is ex-assessor of Union county and
. a prominent man in politics, as well as a successful sheep
man. We enjoyed his hospitality that night and listened to
many an exciting tale told by Mr. Lucero or "Bob," the genial
deputy sheriff with whom I was traveling. They told of the
wonderful holdups of Black Jack and his gang, how the Black
Jack gang held up the express successfully at two different
times, and finally of the capture of Black Jack himself on
his attempt to hold up the train the third time. They told of
A CERTAIN GANG OF HORSE THIEVES and bad men who came
through Clayton about 8 years ago. The sheriff organized a
posse to capture them. The posse started out bravely with
high hopes and gallant mien. When they came up with the
gang they separated so as to surround and bag the game. nicely. But they reckoned without their host. The bad men were
fighters from the word go. Only one of the posse were
wounded, but none of the robbers were hit or captured, and
the general condition of mind of the posse was told in the
words of one of its members. Said he, when he got back, "I
fired my pistol many times-six miles," meaning, I suppose,
8. Charles J. H. Bushnell.
9. Since Feb. 18, 1899 (Dike, op cit).
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that he was so scared that he forgot to fire his pistol until
he was six miles off. It is told of another of the posse-who
always wore his large 6-shooter out in plain view, had one of
his pants legs out of his boot and the other one in, wore the
largest white hat that the town afforded, and carried his bit
red brand book in his left inside coat pocket--that, when the
shooting became a little too interesting, he pulled out the big
red book and, carefully looking through it said, "Boys, I
cannot find their brand anywhere in this book, so I think we
had better let them go."
From Palo Blanco canyon, where Romulo Lucero lives,
we drove over the mesa,lO facing a biting cold wind. About 10
o'clock we descended into Ute Creek canyon, which at this
point is about 800 feet deep, and made a short call on Nicanor
Romero, who is quite extensively interested in the sheep business. Along about three o'clock we pulled into DeHaven 11
where the post-office and general merchandise store is kept by
Walter Traister,12 an ex-cow-boy. On his present ranch he has
dammed up the creek and is irrigating about forty acres of
land;which is partly seeded down to alfalfa. On another part
he raises sugar cane, and one small part is given up to an
excellent garden, where this last season he raised onions,
weighing from one to two pounds, cabbages, carrots, sugar
beets, and other kinds of "garden sass" too numerous to mention. Said he,
"WATER IS ALL THE LAND NEEDS, but in most places that is
the hardest thing to get." We accepted his kind hospitality for
the evening. He wanted to know whether I was the "Old Observer," and I had to confess that I was not. That evening we
were entertained by our genial friend with many a tale of
bucking broncho or eastern tenderfoot; of an exciting midnight stampede of the herd, or of an Indian scare. He showed
us with pride his 30-30 rifle, with which he easily shot a coyote
through the heart at a distance of 325 yards. The next morn10. Turned south approximately in the vicinity of secondary road 120.
11. Evidently named for George W. DeHaven, postmaster from Apr. 15, 1895 to Aug.
15, 1900 (Dike, op cit).
12. Dike, op cit, records Daniel C. Traister as postmaster as of Aug. 31, 1901.
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ing, after sleeping soundly in our host's bed while he slept
on the floor, we continued our journey southward, still in
Union county. We stopped at Oliverio Lucero's where we took
dinner and looked over his excellent flock of 800 ewes, which
were well bred up in Merino and sheared six pounds to the
head. Almost every herd has from five to 25 goats in it to
lead the flock, and for other reasons understood only by their
Spanish owners.
After dinner we started on a long drive over another mesa
and through the dry bed of Laguna Grande, or Big Lake,
south to La Cinta canyon. There we had the steepest descent
of our trip. The road is about two miles long and descends
into the canyon, 900 to 1,000 feet deep. We tied both wheels,
got out and walked down, and I assure my readers this was
much more satisfactory than riding.
We spent the night with Parker Wells and his good wife
at their ranch in La Cinta canyon, one of the most favored
that I have ever seen. 13 The walls of the canyon surround
them on all sides except the south, thus making a natural
fence. The grass in this canyon starts at least a month earlier
than up on the mesa. With capital and industry it could be
made a paradise, for in this canyon almost any fruit known
to the temperate zone can be raised. With alfalfa, sorghum,
kaffir corn and other rough feeds, it is the best ranching
country a man could ask for. There are, however, some drawbacks. One of them is
THE PRAIRIE DOG. I saw 160 acres here almost destroyed by
these little animals. The holes were so thick that you could
almost jump from one to the other. It is a wonder to me that
the ranch men do not poison them, for this, according to some,
is a very simple matter. By dropping a teaspoonful of wheat
soaked in a solution of arsenic, croton oil, and a little molasses
at each hole, the prairie dog is put to death, and grass will be
13. La Cinta had long been a favorable ranching center. From 1884 to 1887 Charles
Ilfeld dealt with the following ranchers and storekeepers in that area: Simon Frankenthal,
A. H. Sauter, M. Slattery, Fritz Eggert, Charles I. Kohn, and F. E. Herd (Charles Ilfeld
Company records, op cit) •
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made to flourish where before was a pasture close cropped by
the pests.
Entertained by the Edison gramophone and a large music
box, we spent what will be long remembered as one of the
pleasantest evenings in Union county.
The next night we stayed at
THE RANCH OF T. E. MITCHELL,14 one of the finest cattle and
sheep ranches in the county, excluding, of course, the famous
Bell ranch. The Mitchell ranch proper, located on the wide
and fertile valley of the Tequezquite [Tequesquite] Arroyo,
supports something over three hundred cattle and many
thousand sheep. The ranch house is finely appointed, but
would be incomplete without the presence of Mrs. Mitchell and
the three rollicking, bright-faced children, who show the patient care taken in their bringing-up. We spent the evening
talking cattle and cowboy life, for in his younger days Mr.
Mitchell followed the cattle business extensively. The reader
must not think from this that our friend is an old man, for as
yet he shows no gray hairs and is as young and active as
anyone. He has the largest and best-arranged corrals and
horse stables that I have yet seen in Union county, Water for
the house is supplied by a large windmill, and the surplus
flows into a tank from which it is conveyed through pipes
to the corrals and pens. Mr. Mitchell thinks of putting in a
plant to irrigate about ten acres of alfalfa.
AT THE GALLEGOS POST-OFFICE and plaza, the Gallegos
Brothers run a general merchandise store and are reckoned
among the richest and most influential men in this part of the
country. They own vast numbers of sheep and cattle, and it is
doubted whether they themselves know just how rich they
are. At present they are building quite a few small irrigation
dams, and several windmills to water their cattle and sheep.
We pushed south to the ranch of Nepomoceno Martinez, extreasurer of Union county, and one of the prominent men of
14. This must have been the Dubuque (Iowa) Cattle Company ranch of which T. E.
Mitchell was manager (IUustrated History of New Mexico, Lewis Publishing Company,
1895, Chicago, pp. 492-493).
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this section. It was after dark when we reached his home,
but he welcomed us in true Spanish style. He runs quite extensive herds of cattle and sheep. He has, just back of the
house, a fine spring which supplies drinking water for the
house, and also for his stock. The last summer this spring
brought to its owner quite a little revenue, for the men working on the new railroad, some eight miles away, purchased all
of their drinking water here at the rate of five cents a barrel.
This and other springs are also used for irrigation purposes.
Mr. Martinez runs a small general merchandise store, and
does his own freighting, hauling his goods and supplies from
Clayton, which is about 100 miles away. It takes seven to ten
days to make the round trip with a wagon.
The next morning we turned our faces towards Clayton
and traveled back north towards the plaza of Gallegos, stopping on the way to make a short call on Martin Lucero. We
found him just coming out to take charge of his flock of ewes
that were quietly grazing in the arroyo west of his house.
After a long day's drive, we reached the ranch of Don Leon
Pinard, who is one of the county commissioners and a prominent man in politics and ranching. 15 He runs at present from
10 to 15 thousand head of sheep and about three hundred cattle. Contrary to the usual custom of this country, he has
shipped his wool to Boston for many years. So also has Nepomoceno [sic] Martinez,16 and they are of the opinion that
it is a little the best way, if you can get an honest commission
15. Pedro Leon Pinard had been a partner of Mateo Lujan (See biographical sketch
of Mateo Lujan. These men dealt extensively with Charles Ilfeld and his former partner
Adolph Letcher. Originally Charles Ilfeld acquired lands on the Tramperos from Andres
Sena and these were leased to Lujan and Pinard who also had land holdings of their own.
Adolph Letcher, after he moved permanently to Baltimore, had flocks of sheep in the care
of Lujan and Pinard. The partnership dissolved in Aug. or Sept. 1899 and a new one,
Pinard and Romero, was formed with a post office at Leon. Mateo Lujan continued to
operate at Bueyeros. A third center, Baca (Andred Sena had married into the Baca family)
separated the two post offices (Representative New Mexicans, C. S. Peterson, Denver. Colo.,
1912, p. 183. Charles Ilfeld Records, op cit, Copy Book, 14, July 31, 1886, pp. 275, 992-994;
COpy Book 55, Aug. 26 and 28, 1899, pp. 232 and 241; Copy Book 57, Dec. 19, 1899, p. 418.
Berry N. Alvis, op. cit., 22: 256; Parish interviews with Eugene D. Lujan, July 18, 1953,
Santa Fe, and Rodney B. Schoonmaker, Aug. 21. 1947, Las Vegas).
16. Postmaster of Vigil, N.M. from Apr. 21 to July 17, 1882 (Dike, op. cit). Vigil
was located between Mosquero and Bueyeros (Parish interview with Eugene D. Lujan,
op cit).
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firm to handle it for you. Mr. Pinard stated that he had repeatedly tried to irrigate the land, but that, on his sandy soil,
it was almost impossible to get enough water as it sunk away
and evaporated so quickly. He said he had continued to try
to get alfalfa started, but failure had always attended his
efforts. The hot sun on the sand had always burned it out in a
year or two. Right here I must confess to
STEALING A DOG the day before. He was a fine fellow, and
followed us all day through the sand and soap weed. He patiently gnawed a bone at our door all through the long night,
interrupted only by growls and small frays with other dogs,
much to the discontent of the "bulletin" men, but not to that
of Bob, the jolly deputy sheriff, for his snores sounded right
on through gnawings, growls, dog fights, and smothered
curses from the other occupant of the bed. The next morning
we looked around for our faithful canine, but alas! the mistress of the house had taken a fancy to him, and the gallant
Bob could not refuse her.
As the sun began to get high in the heavens, we pulled
up at the general store of J. Doherty & Company.17 This is
one of the best-stocked general merchandise stores that we
saw while out on our trip. Here we enjoyed a fine dinner; and
as we enjoyed it and were late, we had to eat alone. Such appetites as we did have! All we ate was two pounds of beef
steak, half a dozen eggs, coffee, countless slices of bread, and.
we finally wound up on pudding. Of course, I ate the most,
for Bob is small, weighing only 220 pounds.
At Bueyeros we met the postmaster, M. G. Tixier 18 (pronounced Teshay), and Don Leandro Vigil, a prominent ranch
man of Bueyeros. That night we spent with Don Agustin
Vigil. We were royally entertained by our host, who is 50
17.

4,

547

Joe Doherty. See Twitchell, Vol.
op cit, p.
for biographical sketch. The
"Young Observer's" experience would indicate Doherty had a store near Bueyeros. Twitchell
located Doherty's store at Folsom. Yet that town is too far north for the "Young Observer"
to have been there on this trip. He had passed through Folsom on the train to Clayton
so it is not likely he could have erred in recording the approximate location of this store.
It is possible this was a branch store.
18. Miguel G. Tixier. Was appointed May 31, 1898 (Dike, op cit).
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years old and has a father still living over eighty years of age.
By the way,
IN THIS HEALTHFUL COUNTRY it is not uncommon to find
people of that age or upwards. Mr. Vigil is as quick and active
as a man of 25. He understands the English language well
and reads it better than he speaks it. Although he had the
privileges of a school for only four months in his life, he has
by his own efforts made himself as well-informed a man as
you will often meet.
The next morning, after a hearty breakfast of corned
beef, veal, beans, bread, coffee, chile, etc., we journeyed northward to the post office at Clapham, where we arrived at about
three o'clock and put our tired horses into corral for the
night. Mr. V. A. Overbay, who is the postmaster and runs a
general merchandise store, spent the early part of his life as
a cowboy on the plains of western Texas and New Mexico.
He now has a fine herd of graded Herefords, which will make
him a handsome profit this coming season. During the three
hours' time till sundown, one of the party took
A HUNT UP THE ARROYO coming back with three quails in
his pocket and a fine fat duck dangling at each side.
At eight o'clock next morning we were speeding on our
way towards Clayton. Up hills and where the sand was deepest we walked, facing a stiff breeze, while the tired team took
things as easy as it was possible to let them. Six miles south
of Clayton, we came in sight of the ranch of Don Francisco
Maestas. Mr. Maestas is a well known cattle and sheep raiser.
He runs from two to three thousand of sheep and quite a large
herd of cattle. This ranch, which he has recently bought, is
located on the Perrico [perico] arroyo. It is so situated that
a large tract of the land can be easily irrigated, and this, together with its proximity to Clayton, makes it a very desirable ranch.
At two o'clock in the afternoon of Wednesday, February
26, two weary, unshaven, and generally unkempt travelers
drove into Clayton, to be greeted by their many friends, and
the lucky Bob by his two little daughters.

a
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"The Young Observer" in New Mexico *
Sheep Ranches and Sheep Men in and Around Folsom,
Union County
UNION COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. March 25, 1902. This is the
windy season of the year for New Mexico. This is the time
when the shepherd anxiously looks for the signs of an approaching storm. The storms of this season of the year are
usually of wet snow, cold rain, or sleet. They usually cause
great losses among the poor sheep and cattle. The pastures of
this part of New Mexico have been refreshed by a heavy rain
and a damp snow, and as soon as there come a few warm days
the green grass will begin to shoot up among the brown and
dead stems. Already, on the south sides of the canyons, where
the sun strikes, the green grass is appearing.
After returning from my trip mentioned in the March
number I accepted the kind invitation of Tom Grayl (the inspector) to go out to his ranch and spend a day or so.
TOM GRAY'S RANCH. Mr. Gray's ranch is situated about 12
miles south of Clayton. The land is somewhat sandy and the
grass here starts quite a little earlier than it does at Clayton.
When we arrived at the ranch, we found the ranch buildings
empty. In one room we found the family cat nearly starved
and the house dog looked rather gaunt. The fact of the matter
was, that one of his numerous windmills had gotten out of
order, and Pacos (the boss) was away fixing it. After appeasing the hunger of the well-nigh starved animals, we built a
fire in the cook stove and proceeded to cook a good, substantial meal as we were somewhat hungry from our long ride.
About that time Pacos arrived and we all sat down and enjoyed our supper together.
That night about midnight
OUR SLUMBERS WERE DISTURBED by some one pounding on
the door. On going to the door we found two men there, who
* The

American Shepherd's Bulletin, vol. 7, no. 3. March, 1902 (pt. 2).
1. This must be the same Tom Gray who Alvis interviewed on three occasions in September, 1933 on the early history of Union County (Berry Newton Alvis, "History of Union
County, New Mexico," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 22: 249, 257, 270).
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were looking for a woman who had started across the mesa
alone, and on foot, that cold day. She was a 16-year-old bride,
who had become dissatisfied with her father-in-law's mansion
for some reason or other and had left to find her 18-year-old
husband, who was supposed to be at a house across the mesa,
15 miles away.
The men (her husband and brother-in-law) soon started
out again into the night hunting for her.
At this writing I have not heard whether she was found
dead or alive.
The next morning we started out
TO LOOK OVER THE RANGE and incidentally inspect a couple of Mr. Gray's flocks of sheep.
The land around the Gray ranch is very sandy, and on a
windy day it is disagreeable traveling. The fine span of
blacks, however, did not seem to mind it, as they pranced
along over the mesa and down the dry creek bed.
The first windmill we came to was all right, and pumping
right along. The second one had the pump rod broken. After
doing the best we could for this one, we again started down
the creek bottom to where the best flock of sheep were graz.ing. It was
A PRETTY SIGHT to see them walking through the grass and
sage brush, daintily picking the grass here and there. The
sheep on this ranch shear about six pounds of wool to the
head.
I also saw some fine rams, which would shear anywhere
from 12 to 20 pounds. Mr. Gray is justly proud of his ram
flock.
After a pleasant visit we turned our faces northward and
soon found ourselves at the cattle ranch of Dr. North,2 of
Clayton. He has a fine bunch of cattle and is rapidly becoming
one of the large owners of this county.
After eating dinner with his foreman, we were again behind the swift blacks and after a couple of hours found our2. Alvis mentions Dr. S. T. North on two occasions and, later, a Dr. S. 1. North who
he states was the first physician in Clayton and the owner of the Clayton House, the town's
first hotel (Alvis, op cit, PP. 260, 261, 270).
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selves in Clayton, which we found rather dusty, as a stiff
wind was blowing, and that condition in this country always
brings sand with it.
Taking the train Monday morning at 3 :19 a.m., I arrived
in the town of
FOLSOM. According to some of the aspiring Folsom business men, this town stands at least next to Clayton as a trading centre. There are three mercantile companies, which do
all of the business of the town. Folsom is, beyond a doubt, an
enterprising town and does a large business in the handling
and shipping of cattle, sheep and wool.
In this town some enterprising men have formed what
is known as
THE FOLSOM MERCANTILE CO., Limited, incorporated under the laws of the territory of New Mexico. They now have
the store in operation and as the season advances they expect
to handle large numbers of sheep, cattle, and a large quantity
of wool. Their business is steadily increasing and if their expectations are realized, they will do an immense business this
ye~r.

With Folsom situated as it is in the midst of a rich ranching country, the fertile valley of the Simeron [Cimarron] on
one side and the rich malipi [malpais] mesas on the other,
there is plenty of room for the three general merchandise
stores of this enterprising little town.
METHODS OF PLACING STOCK. They are now for the first
time, placing their stock on the markets and their methods
of securing it and guaranteeing dividends, and paying them
are as follows:
This company sells at present only unmatured 3 stock, 50
per cent of which must be secured, or paid up, by the purchaser, the other 50 per cent of which the purchaser must
mature by 9 o'clock a.m., January 18, 1905, the manner of
maturing which is shown in the accompanying statement, to
trate [7] more fully, suppose the investor which the reader is
3. Common stock subscriptions which are partially paid for. The balances are due on a
succession of maturity dates.
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referred. For cash purchases of stock the company proposes
to guarantee or insure the purchaser against loss by gilt edge
or gold bonds placed in escrow for the security of the investor, i.e., for every dollar cash the investor pays on the
stock of this company he may have an interest-bearing gold
bond back of it to secure him against loss; provided that the
investor purchases as much as five shares, $500, of stock and
pays 50 per cent of it in cash. No less than five shares will be
sold on a guarantee of this kind. To illustrate, an investor
purchases five shares of unmatured stock in this company;
he must pay the company 50 per cent or $250 cash. The company would then place in escrow for the security of the investor an interest-bearing gold bond, interest payable semiannually, for $250, for which the investor can exchange 50
per cent of his stock at any time he desires. The other 50 per
cent of his stock he is required to mature under the laws of
the company as shown in the statement, the maturity of
which he must also secure to the company. Thus it may be seen
that the company not only secures itself, but is willing to
secure the investor also.
Following is a statement of how stock will mature in the
Folsom Mercantile Company. The statement is made upon
the basis of ten shares or $1,000:
STOCKHOLDER
To subscription (for stock)

By cash, 50 per cent paid up
By rent first year
By rent second year
By rent third year
By rent 20 per cent of 50 per cent of P. V.

$2,000.00 4
-$2,000.00
$1,000.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
100.00
$2,000.00 4

4. Either the "Young Observer" meant to imply that the subscription price was twice
the par value in order to create a capital surplus, a possibility which could have been patterned after the national banking law, or his figures are incorrect.
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Note. P. V. in the last item of the credit side of the above
statement means par value of stock.
When the above conditions have been complied with by
the stockholder, his certificate of unmatured stock must be
exchanged for one of paid up stock. Thus the stockholder is
given three years in which to mature 50 per ceJ1.t of his stock.
If the reader is interested, he can gain all the needed information by writing Mr. G. W. Guyer,5 Folsom, New Mexico,
manager of the Folsom Mercantile Company.
After staying in Folsom a couple of days, I accepted the
kind invitation of Mr. T. P.James 6 to spend a few days at his
ranch.
RANCH OF T. P. JAMES. This beautiful ranch is located
about 12 miles southeast of the town of Folsom. Mr. James
has a fine, well furnished, nicely appointed ranch house of
nine rooms, with high ceilings and wide verandas. The yard
is well shaded by cottonwood trees, and to the south are the
barns and corrals which are well built and substantial.
Farther south are the dipping plant, and three large stone
corrals, each of which will hold over a thousand sheep. Just
west of the house is the fine spring and spring house. From
this fine, sparkling spring there run pipes to all parts of the
house and to the barns and the dipping plant which, in all,
make
A COMPLETE WATER SYSTEM. Mr. and Mrs. James have
been blessed with quite a large family. Two are boys and the
rest girls. One son, John, is upon the Arkansas valley feeding sheep from the ranch, and the other, whose name is Light,
is staying home taking care of their cattle and sheep.
Mr. James is a great believer in the educating of children,
and has always hired the best tutors and governesses he could
secure, besides sending his children to suitable colleges and
seminaries when they became of the proper age. So all in their
5. Had been an editor of the Clayton News (Illustrated History of New Mexico, Lewis
Publishing Company, 1895, Chicago, pp. 632-633).
6. Thomas P. James. See Representative New Mexicans, C. S. Peterson, Denver, Colo.,
1912, p. 156 for biographical sketch.
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turn have had the chance of obtaining a good education, and
have to all appearances improved their opportunities.
The two daughters, Miss Bird and Miss May, still remaining under the parental roof, are bright, intelligent, resourceful young ladies with the world still bright before them and
their school days nearly finished. Their education is by no
means limited to books, for there is not a thing in the house
or around the ranch which they do not understand how to
do. Much of this practical training they owe to their mother,
who is an ideal wife and carefur trainer of her children in
the ways of right and usefulness. On this range are about
10,000 sheep and some 750 cattle. The sheep are well graded
and shear about six pounds of fine wool.
Mr. James now has under his consideration the purchasing of some fine bucks from Ohio to increase the weight of
fleece, carcass and length of staple.
Mr. James, though not an old man, is
OLD ,IN EXPERIENCE. He came from a southern state some
10 or 12 years ago with almost nothing but a good reputation
and good credit, and to-day by his thrift, industry and honesty, is one of the richest and most influential ranchmen in
this part of the territory. He is thinking of decreasing his
herd and improving it correspondingly. He is also thinking
of improving his cattle by getting some fine Hereford bulls
to take the place of the grades heretofore used. This very wise
ranch man is doing-cutting down and improving his herds
of cattle or sheep.
One day of my stay here was spent in taking a trip down
to the ranch of Mr. Ed. Wight,7 who owns about the same
number of sheep as Mr. James.
RANCH OF ED. WIGHT. What most attracted my attention
here, was the fine shearing and wool house. The day I was
there it was grub day, and all of the herders were in to get
7. E. D. Wight purchased a half-page advertisement in the July issue of The American Shepherd's Bulletin in an attempt to sell his ranch. Four pictures of his ranch were
published in the issue. His ranch was described as being 4,000 acres with grazing privileges
over 30 by 10 miles and having 10,000 head of sheep, shearing from 8 to 10 pounds per
head (American Shepherd's Bulletin, Vol. 7, No.7, July 1902, PP. 2381 and 2429, microfilm,
UNM Library) •
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their weekly supply. They are a happy lot, and with many a
joke and friendly jest they loaded their camp burros and leisurely wended their way back to their respective camps.
The next trip we took was over to the
RANCH OF MR. F. D. WIGHT,s who owns some 15,000 sheep.
We found no one at home, and after waiting around some
time we went into the house, which was unlocked, and cooked
ourselves a fine dinner. After dinner we looked over the fine
flock of Lincoln bucks which, I understand, came from the
Patrick Bros., of Canada. They were fine, large blocky rams,
and will no doubt improve the mutton form and the length of
staple of their flock. After lingering around some time we
mounted our faithful little ponies and soon were at home
again without seeing foreman or ranch owner.
After nearly a week thus pleasantly spent in and around
the James ranch, I bade my kind friends adios and started
for the McLaughlin ranch by way of Folsom.
, THE MC LAUGHLIN RANCH is situated about 18 miles west
of Folsom, New Mexico, and is in Colfax county. Here I saw
the best flock of sheep I have yet seen in New Mexico. They
are large Rambouillet ewes, called by some here, Arizona
Delaines or Merinos. In fair flesh they will average 120
pounds and shear about 12 pounds to the head.
With this pure bred flock, Mr. McLaughlin is embarking
in the stud flock business and hopes in a couple of years to be
able to furnish 300 to 500 bucks a year to the surrounding
ranch men. He is now feeding them a little corn each day, and
they are doing nicely.
The next day after my arrival, we started to
BULL LAKE on a hunt for a new herder to take the place of
a sick one. This lake (it is said) received its name on account
of a curious adventure of a ranch man at that place. It seems
that he had been out on a buffalo hunt and after an exciting
hunt had wounded a large buffalo bull.
8. Frederick D. Wight maintained a home in Denver in 1900, having come to the West
28 years previously from Maine. He had been a lieutenant in the Union Army (American
Shepherd's Bulletin, op cit, p. S63). He had been ranching on the upper Corrumpa in
1880 with Briggs & Leighton as partners (Alvis, op cit, 22 :251).
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Unfortunately for the man, his last load was spent in
slightly wounding the large bull in the shoulder. Thinking
the shot fatal, he got off his horse to dispatch the huge fellow with his hunting knife, but alas, the bull was not dead,
but taking a new lease of life plunged after the unfortunate
hunter. It was all done so quickly that his only escape was in
the icy waters of the lake. There he remained till night spread
over him her protecting wings, and under cover of the dark
he found his pony and managed, after much trouble, to gain
shelter with a friendly Mexican. This lake has since then been
known as Bull lake.
Just as Mr. Mack and I were coming off a small bridge,
we felt the front of our buggy give way and, getting out, we
found that the front axle had broken. It was half an hour's
work to get some wire and a small fence post, which we wired
under the axle and soon we were again on our hunt after the
herder. But
OUR TROUBLES WERE NOT ENDED for, as we were going over
the rough prairie something else gave way and nearly let us
down to mother earth. After wiring this up (blessed be the
man who first made wire) we climbed a small mountain and
found our herder, a bright Spanish boy of 17, who is now
earning $17 a month taking care of Mr. Mack's 800 fine ewes,
of which he is justly proud. Mr. McLaughlin also has a nice
bunch of cattle, which he intends to dispose of, as he is able
to get into sheep.
The next morning when we awoke we found the air full of
snow, and by noon the ground was covered to the depth of
four inches. This upset our plan of visiting Folsom that day,
and so the time was pleasantly whiled away playing "high
five." 9
The country around this ranch is called a malipi [malpais] rock country. These rocks are all of volcanic origin, and
to the east some 10 or 12 miles is an extinct volcano with a
9. One of a group of games known as "Cinch,'1 "High Five" or uDouble Pedro" counts
the 5 of trumps and the other 5 of the same color as 5 points each. The only other points
ohtainable are one each for the Ace, Jack, ten, and deuce of trumps (Hoyle's Complete and
Authoritative Book of Games. BIue Ribbon Books. Garden City, N. Y., 1934. p. 186).
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wide, deep crater in the top. The scenery is beautiful and
wild; rocks and pine trees are mingled in a picturesque way.
The fine sheep which Mr. McLaughlin is running are
owned by the Arizona Sheep Company, who were forced to
locate in New Mexico on account of the closing of the forest
reserves of Arizona. 1o
There is much discussion pro and con about the lease law
and I believe that, in this locality, the majority are in favor
of a just law, one that gives the right ratio between the cattle
and sheep man and will not ruin the smaller men.
10. The closing of forest reserves stemmed from an Act of Congress in 1879 for the
estahlishment and control of national forests with provisions for use of products. The General Land Office had issued a circular in 1900 of rules and regulations governing the use
of reserves for stock ranging. Prior to this time the policy had been to prohibit grazing in
national forest reserves (Benjamin Horace Hibbard, A History of the Public Land Policies,
New York, 1924, p. 337).
In February, 1901, I. B. Hanna, Superintendent of Forest Reserves in Arizona and
New Mexico, received an order from the Interior Department to prohibit sheep grazing on
the Black Forest Reserve in Arizona. Grazing had previously been prohibited on the Gila,
Pecos, and Black Mesa Reserves. It was estimated that as many as 300,000 sheep had been
grazing on the Black Forest Reserve in Arizona the previous summer and that great hard..
ship would thereby result from this order (The National Shepherd's BuUetin Of the National
Wool Growers' Association, Vol. 6, No.2, p. 116, microfilm, UNM Library).
A new policy was announced and was rescinded in 1902. The following order was received by Supervisor McClure and the Gila River Forest Reserve from Hon. Binger Herman,
Commissioner of the General Land Office, Washington, D. C.: "On page nine of the Forest
Reserve Manual, it is stated that when the secretary of the interior has allowed sheep
grazing in a forest reservation, the application for the privilege is handled in two ways:
(a) Where a wool growers' association exists, which includes a majority of the persons who
are interested in the use of the reserve, the association may allot the range and sheep among
the applicants. (b) Where such an association does not exist, or does not care to assume the
responsibility, all applications are made to the supervisor direct (sic), who acts upon and
forwards the same to the commissioner of the general land office, with his approval of other
recommendations. The said rules were established by the honorable secretary's order of
February 8, 1902. You are now advised that on October 25, 1902, the honorable secretary
decided that in the future the wool growers' association will be eliminated from the matter
of allotment or other control, and that the grazing be placed directly in the hands of the
forest supervisors, under existing rules, and that the penalties and obligations imposed by
department order of February 8, 1902, remain in force against all permit holders. When
sheep grazing is allowed for 1903, and the supervisor has been advised of the number of
sheep to be admitted, applications should be submitted to him direct (sic)" (American
Shepherd's Bulletin, op cit, Dec. 1902, p. 3217.
Upon learning of this order, the Sheepbreeders Association of the Gila River Forest
Reserve was incorporated in early 1902 with Solomon Luna of Los Lunas as President,
and Abran 1 Abeuta [Abeyta] of Socorro and Frank A. Hubbell of Albuquerque as associates. The association controlled 200,000 sheep and 150,000 were to graze this year by permission of the Secretary of the Interior. The American Shepherd's Bulletin explained such
organizations as these were needed because the government had had no one to hold responsible for the destruction of timber by fires started by herders and "had consequently
prohibited grazing in the forest reserve" (American Shepherd's Bulletin, op cit, Mar.
1902, pp. 3137 and 3139).
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In my next I expect to tell you something of eastern New
Mexico.
The Sheep Ranges of New Mexico*
TUCUMCARI, N.M., APRIL 28, 1902.
The location of Tucumcari is now widely known. A hundred thousand people would like to know something definite
concerning its environments. It is almost in the center of the
largest tract of land occupied almost exclusively by sheep
ranches to be found on this continent. There are twenty-five
million acres of grazing land in this tract. A conservative
estimate fixes the number of range cattle now held on this
land at one hundred thousand. They would require two and
a-half million acres for their subsistence. Estimating a half
million acres for town sites, railroads, corrals and other
uses, will still leave the sheep ranches in possession of twentytwo millian acres, which is UNPARALLELED IN EXTENT in
North America.
Eastern New Mexico, from the Colorado line to the Texas
boundary on the south, is the ideal sheep range.
Three things primarily essential to success, are climate,
feed and water. Pools of crystal water, springs and running
brooks abound throughout this vast region, not on every section, yet in such proximity that almost every section of this
vast area can be made available for grazing sheep.
At the present time, large tracts of this land are not
pastured except for a period of about two months in each
year, and that occurs during the rainy season.
It would not be expensive to construct dams and tanks
on these lands, whereby stock water could be had, during the
other ten months.
A FEASIBLE PLAN would be to divide the flocks into small
bands of 800 head and haul water from a central station to
the vicinity where the several bands are grazing. Pastures
that have heretofore been a loss, could in this way be made
valuable.
• D. .T. Aber in The American Shepherd's Bulletin, vol. 7, no. 5, May, 1902.
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In the vicinity of natural watering places, pastures have
been overstocked, while remote districts have been untouched
by the flocks. Certainly
THE WATERING PLACES could be multiplied and the area
of grazing land could be increased in proportion, besides
which the stock would receive better care, and the investment
be made more certain and more profitable.
The sheep industry in eastern New Mexico is not new.
With some exceptions, the primitive ranching methods,
peculiar to a new country, prevail. Opportunity now presents
to resourceful and energetic men, to secure by purchase, the
nucleus of a large and profitable sheep ranch in this country.
These pastures are ample in nutritious grasses, and want.ing in distribution of water. It is believed that without extraordinary expense
THIS DIFFICULTY CAN BE OVERCOME. The successes and
occasional reverses attending the business of sheep ranching
in this locality during a period of twenty years enable one
to judge correctly of its hazards.
The aboriginal shepherd had no machinery with which
to drill a well, nor inclination to do so. Success is now attending those who have made proper effort to secure water.
Artesian water has been obtained in many different localities.
It is fair to presume that it can be obtained in others, and
very certain that the drill is the instrument which will enable
ranchers to have water wherever desired.
CLIMATE. The thirty-fifth parallel passes near Tucumcari.
The altitude will vary between 3,000 and 5,000 feet. Much
of the surface is level or undulating prairie. Rains occur
most frequently between May and November. No great losses
from the rigors of winter are ever anticipated by those who
have the experience of years in this country.
True it is that storms of more or less severity reach these
plains in the winter months, yet the losses from that cause
are not alarming. Managers of large flocks are alert as a sea
captain, and generally succeed in making all things snug
before the storm strikes them.
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The duration of a storm is brief, lasting generally from
one to three days, when the flocks can resume grazing on
the open country.
CHANGES. The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railroad
is a recent innovation, cutting this great country in twain.
It has not produced disaster to the country nor wrought ruin
to the people. On the contrary, it is the artery of subsistence.
It is the smitten rock gushing out of the midst of plenty,
giving new Hfe to every industry. Marketing products or
purchasing supplies can be accomplished now within a few
hours, which required days to accomplish in former times.
If there be a rise in the wool market in Boston at noon
the rancher in the vicinity of Tucumcari may know it at
eleven o'clock a.m. the same day.
THE COMING OF THE RAILROAD does not make more grass
grow on an acre of land, nor increase the inches of rain fall,
yet it does facilitate travel and transportation, and mail
service, and renders even ranch life a pleasant task.
Seclusion and monotony need to seek other haunts. The
headquarters of the sheep ranch may have its charms. It has
its library, its magazines its daily papers with the markets
and news.
I have spread before you the environments of Tucumcari,
N.M. The elevation at this point is 4,000 feet above sea level.
It is situated on the last wave of the foot hills of the giant
Rocky Mountains.
Come up and see us and satisfy yourself that great opportunities are opening to those seeking investments and
changes.

"The Young Observer" in New Mexico *
The Wool and Agricultural Interests of San Miguel County.
SAN MIGUEL CO., N. M., May 28,1902. When the readers of
the "Bulletin" last heard from me I was in Tucumcari, Guadalupe Co., N. M. At that time there had been little or no rain
• (From our Traveling Staff Correspondence) The American Shepherd's Bulletin.
vol. 7. no. 6, June, 1902.
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or snow fall in any part of New Mexico except in the northern tier of counties, at or in the Rocky Mountains around
Trineda and Raton. The rest of the territory had been dry
for seven or eight months.
AT THE BEGINNING OF LAMBING it was still dry, and no
grass, consequently the lamb crop for the territory this year
is about 50 per cent on an average; a few report less, and
some more. But as a whole the sheep owners do not seem to be
badly discouraged on account of their heavy losses of ewes
and lambs, but, on the contrary, are looking forward to the
shearing with pleasure on account of a slight advance in the
price of wool over last year.
Nearly all the conservative buyers are holding back till
the season opens, but a few of the plungers have taken hold of
some good-sized lots. After leaving Tucumcari I went to
Santa Rosa via the Rock Island, and from there took the
Romero stage line to Las Vegas. This is one of the fastest
stage lines in the territory, making the 65 miles in less than
ten hours over a very rough road one-half of the way. At that
time, which was before the rains commenced, the
PRAIRIE WAS DRY AND BROWN. It was pastured down very
close, which gave evidence of one of two things, either it was
unusually dry or the range between Santa Rosa and Las
Vegas was badly overstocked. I think, from what I can learn,
that the latter was the case. There are about 250 sheep owners
in San Miguel county, New Mexico, and they own somewhere
around 450,000 to one-half a million sheep. It is very hard to
get the exact number, for you may go to the tax list and find
men owning 2,000 sheep with only 200 turned in for taxation.
This is the same way all over the territory, and the rate of
taxation is consequently high. Where a poor man has only
four or five hundred sheep the assessor puts them all in, and
thus those who should pay the bulk of the taxes gets out of it
and the small property and stock owners pay them.
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY is one of the most properous counties
in the territory. Its largest city is Las Vegas, of about eight
to nine thousand inhabitants, and a fine market for wool,
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hides, pelts, mutton and beef. It is also quite a distributing
centre for miles around, but the Rock Island, coming through
Santa Rosa, cuts off nearly one-fourth of its tributary territory. The stock shippers can usually ship over the Rock
Island, on account of slightly better freight rates. It is
thought by many of the stock men and shippers that the coming of the Rock Island will force the Santa Fe to give better
rates. This is
BY NO MEANS A SMALL THING when you consider the vast
proportions of the stock interests of this part of the territory.
Although essentially a sheep country, there are large numbers of cattle kept and ranged here also. San Miguel has always been one of the best agricultural counties in the territory and has always paid more attention to the raising of
crops than most any other county in the northern half of the
territory. Irrigation is carried on quite extensively and many
crops are raised without irrigation, such as the native, or
Mexican corn, Mexican beans, sorghum, kaffir [kafir] corn,
etc. In many places you will find excellent peach and apple
orchards, which raise fine crops of fruit.
WEST FROM LAS VEGAS and north there is more rainfall
and corn is nearly a sure crop. Especially south of "Old Baldy
mountain" it rains quite frequently in the latter part of May,
all through June and July; in fact, they often have too much
rainfall and floods occur in the narrow valleys and carry the
pine bridges down stream. South and west of Las Vegas are
MANY FINE FARMS AND RANCHES which for the most part
are owned and cultivated by the native Spanish people. They
plough with one horse or two burros. They use a six or seveninch plough and drop the corn every fourth or fifth furrow
and plow it under. Some use a boat or clod crusher, but many
of them have neither a clod crusher nor harrow. When the
corn gets to the height of two or three inches and higher, the
women and children hoe it and cut out weeds. This is usually
ALL THE CULTIVATION which the corn gets. In the fall,
when it is ripe, they cut the stalks just above the ear, bind
them into bundles and put them in some old adobe house to
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be used next spring, or often to be sold. I have known cases
where the corn and fodder were all sold and the horses went
without anything but the dry prairie grass. These Spanish
farmers also raise
THE NATIVE MEXICAN BEAN which is even more nutritious
than the so-called army bean. The beans are usually planted
with a hoe in hills three to four feet apart, putting from three
to five beans in a hill. They are usually hoed more than the
corn. In the fall when they are ripe and dry, the owner or
owners scrape the sod off a round place usually 50 to 75 feet
in diameter.
THIS THRESHING FLOOR greatly resembles a show or circus ring; it is sprinkled and patted down till it is quite hard.
The beans are then scattered evenly all over it and a small
flock of sheep or goats (the latter being the best) are driven
round and round till the beans are trampled or threshed free
of the pods. They then gather beans, dust and all, except the
pods and vines, which are raked off, put the beans into sacks,
and on some windy day they are fanned free of dust and dirt
and the beans are then ready for the kettle or market. Many
of these small farmers own a small flock of one to five hundred sheep, which are
TAKEN CARE OF BY THE CHILDREN and which usually shear
from four to five pounds. In the summer they are taken away
to the free government range and in the winter kept as close
as possible to the home ranch. Some also keep goats, mostly
the common goat, whose pelt is far superior to that of the Angora goat, but does not shear a fleece. They are often kept as a
milk herd and the writer has used nothing but goats' milk for
the last three weeks and does not hesitate to pronounce it
superior to Jersey milk.
When one is traveling over a country like this, with so
many undeveloped resources, it almost makes him angry to
see the canyons that might be dammed up and make fine irrigating plants.
UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES. There are a thousand and one
places in every county in New Mexico where the surface wa-
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ter might be caged and made to serve man instead of running
away to waste. When these things are looked into intelligently
and such improvements instituted, there will be green fields
of alfalfa where now there is only sparse gramma grass, and
the sheep that early die by the thousands from no other cause
than starvation will be fed corn and hay raised at home, and
thus will be saved, and also thousands of dollars' freight
which are annually paid to the railroad companies for hauling grain and hay. Do not think from what I have said that
New Mexico is still a desert, for it is not. The old cowboys will
tell you of a time when there was nothing but here and there
a low adobe house and over the trackless plain nothing but
grass, cattle and a few sheep. The sheep have come to stay,
and so have the farmers and the irrigation dams and ditches,
and each year will see more land irrigated and cultivated,
but there is still room for irrigation dams and good hustling
farmers to raise corn and hay for winter feeding.

"The Young Observer" In New Mexico *
Echoes From San Miguel County-Sheep and Cattle Raising
-Resources of the Territory.
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M., June 13, 1902. Since my last letter
to the "Bulletin" quite an interest has been manifested in
New Mexican affairs.
The last month, the month of May, was spent on a ranch,
which is situated six miles from Las Vegas. This ranch has
within its borders 1,004 acres, one hundred of which is fine,
rich, sandy loam, and has been broken up and tilled for many
years. One hundred or more is pine forest with some trees
two and a half feet in diameter and the rest is fine grazing
land. The present owner has out about 40 acres of corn and
some four acres of Mexican beans, of which I spoke in my
last letter.
At this writing (June 13) the corn is six inches high and
has that rich, dark green color, which every farmer loves to
• (From our Traveliug Staff Correspondent)
vol. 7, no. 7, July, 1902.
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see. The beans are just coming through the ground and some
of the neighbors have not even stirred the ground for theirs.
The reason for planting so late is to avoid the early hail
storms which come any time up to June 5, and sometimes a
lattle later. The ranch is
WELL SUPPLIED WITH WATER, having within its borders
three good wells. Attached to the best of these wells is a good
windmill, which throws a two-inch stream all the time, and
does not seem to affect the supply, which is only six feet below, and is the finest kind of water.
The present owner has bargained for 350 fine ewes and
with these for a foundation flock he will go into the raising
of good range bucks. His idea is to breed for mutton and wool
with wool as the main object. He will want in October ten of
the finest bucks in the United States, as he is going to start
right. With his home range, the free government range and
the fodder which he will have, his
LOSSES WILL BE VERY LIGHT, and his next spring's lambing
will be well up to 100 per cent. This is one of the best located
spots in New Mexico for this purpose, having the large number of range sheep within a short distance of the ranch, being
on the road between Las Vegas and Santa Rosa, and having
the side track at Romeroville not a quarter of a mile distant,
his facilities for handling and disposing of bucks will be the
best.
ANOTHER IMPORTANT THING is that he intends to handle
and acclimate eastern rams. To some of our readers this may
seem strange, but the most experienced of the ranchmen tell
us that an eastern buck is not of much use for service the first
year, but the next year he is all right and does well.
Now the idea is this. Say, in December, when the ram
trade is practically over, he intends to gather from the East
as in Ohio, Michigan, and other surrounding states, the bucks
that have been left over, especially the yearlings and twoyear-olds, and some buck lambs, if the owners wish, ship them
west to the ranch, keep them over winter on alfalfa hay, corn
fodder, etc., perhaps a little grain, shear them in the spring
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and in the autumn turn them over to the ranchmen, thoroughly acclimated, with the rams ready to do good service on
the range. It seems to me that this is
ONE OF THE BEST IDEAS yet conceived, and we would like to
know the opinion of our readers on this matter from a range
point of view, also from the ram raiser's side of the question,
too. Let us have this thing discussed thoroughly through the
columns of the "Bulletin."
There might be more said about
THE WONDERFUL RESOURCES of New Mexico and especially
San Miguel county. The county is singularly blessed in the
matter of water, which is an absolute necessity to a good stock
country. The Rocky mountains, which form the western
boundary of the country, the Turkey mountains on the north,
and the Sabinos and Huerfano mountains on the east, combine in giving the country a:q altitude which insures a heavy
precipitation; in fact, the region is blessed with a "rainy season," extending from June till the latter part of August,
which provides countless streams and hundreds of natural
reservoirs, dotting the plains with an abundance of water
until the volume is augmented by the snows of winter.
POPULATION. Owing to the fact that the larger portion of
the county is occupied by a private land grant known as the
Las Vegas grant, the rate of population to the square mile is
rather low. But on the land which is subject to settlement,
the water courses are fully settled by a population which, as
a rule, are industrious and law abiding. The principal industry is stock-raising. The cattle are estimated at 25,000 head;
sheep at half a million (this means owned by men residing
in the county but not all ranged inside of the county) ; and
horses 1,000 head.
There is a school in every neighborhood where a few children can be gathered together, and while the education to be
obtained in these schools is not of a high order, the children
can be fitted in them to enter the better institutions of learning afforded by the cities of the territory.
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There are considerable tracts of land in this section suited
to the raising of Angora goats, a highly profitable industryand many people are now contemplating the advisability of
entering the industry.
THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR in the improvement of the
county is the completion of the Rock Island from Liberal,
Kansas, to El Paso, Texas, which takes its course through the
southwestern corner of the county. There is also another railroad in process of construction which will run from Tucumcari to Springer and give the county about 40 miles more of
track. 1 When we stop to consider that San Miguel county
alone is larger than the state of Massachusetts, we begin to
realize the magnitude and extent of the territory of New
Mexico.
THE BELL RANCH which is mostly within the county, is considered the best breeding ranch in the United States of America. It contains 800,000 acres of land all enclosed. The Canadian or Red River waters about 80 miles of the ranch,
measuring the meanderings of the stream, and the many
small tributaries make it a wonderfully fertile and well watered tract. They usually run from 20,000 to 40,000 head of
cattle, but of late they have gotten in large numbers of sheep
and there is talk of cutting up some of the best land into farms
and selling it out to small farmers to raise alfalfa, corn and
beans.
Turning from the Bell ranch and the cattle industry let
us look at
THE SHEEP INDUSTRY. Of the 20 million pounds of wool
produced annually in the territory, this county grows at least
one-tenth of all of it and some place it [is] as high as oneeighth. Its markets have in the past handled about ten million
1. EI Paso and Northwestern Railway (now part of the Southern Pacific Lines) from
Tucumcari to the coal fields of Dawson. Tracks were laid east and north of Springer
through Abbott and Frencb. 132 miles of track from Tucumcari to Dawson (The Official
Guide of the Railways and Steam Navigation Lines of the United States, Porto Rico, and
Cuba, National Railway Publication Company, April, 1939, N. Y., p. 844). The tracks from
French to Dawson have been abandoned (Ibid., Mar. 1957, P. 919).
[A history of railroad building in New Mexico was published in the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol. 32, no. 2, April, 1957. F. D. R.l
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yearly, or one-half of the wool of the territory, from whence
it is shipped to Boston or Philadelphia.
In consequence of the county being mountainous and having an abundance of water and grass, the percentage of loss
is reduced to the minimum, and the mutton brings a ,good
market price at all times.
In the fall a large number of feeders from Colorado points
come to Las Vegas and from here go out and gather in many
thousand head of lambs and wethers to be bred in the farfamed Arkansas valley in Colorado. As is the case among the
cattle raisers,
THE SHEEP MEN are rapidly enhancing the value of their
flocks by improving the blood through the introduction of
fine rams from the central and eastern states. California has
also figured quite prominently in this improvement of the
sheep of New Mexico, and blood from the famous Blaco-Glide
flock of Sacramento, Cal., has figured prominently in many
flocks.
THE COST OF RUNNING SHEEP in this county is estimated
at 35 to 40 cents per head and the percentage of increase on
an average of ten years is 75 per cent. The price of ewes at
present is $2.50 to $3 delivered on October 1; yearling ewes,
$2 per head; and ewe lambs $1.50 to $1.75 delivered in October. Comparing the sheep industry with the cattle, the former
is considered by nearly everybody to be the most profitable
and you can find men on every side who started in the sheep
business ten or fifteen years ago and are at the head of
ranches stocked with from $25,000 to $50,000 worth of sheep.
THE GOAT INDUSTRY. This business is constantly increasing. The small flocks owned by small owners are almost innumerable. It is only within the past few years that the hides
of the common New Mexico kid began to be especially valued
and considered an article of commerce worthy of notice or
extension. However, it is now considered in the best markets
of the world that the hides are unsurpassed for making varieties of the finest kid leather. European buyers, as well as
those along the Atlantic coast cities, are now constantly seek-
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ing them and inconsequence the business of raising these animals has become profitable and each year finds more raised
in the territory.
THE EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES of San Miguel are very
good as compared with the rest of the territory. The county
has 93 school districts and the average attendance during the
last year was 2,960. In addition to this there is a very fine
school for girls conducted by the Sisters of Loretto. There are
also four other separate sectarian schools, which are liberally
patronized by the city of Las Vegas and the surrounding
country. Summing up the advantages of the county, as a
whole, I think that the reader will agree with me that they
are exceptionally good and not so far out in the wilderness
as the easterner usually thinks.

The "Young Observer" in New Mexico *
Wool Selling in the Territory-Matters of Interest
Relating to Sheep.
SPRING HILL, UNION CO., N. M., July 28,1902. Since my last
letter to the "Bulletin" I have spent most of my time in Trinidad and northeastern New Mexico.
About July 1 there gathered in the town of Clayton about
six or seven wool buyers. Most of them were from Boston. Mr.
Harry Kelly,1 of East Las Vegas, was there, representing the
Gross, Kelly Co.
According to their custom, Mr. Otto and Mr. Schleter put
their wool up at public auction supposedly to go to the highest bidder. After the bids were all handed in, they were
opened and all were rejected by Messrs. Otto and Schleter. 2
It was understood by the "Bulletin" representative that Mr.
Kelly, of East Las Vegas, put in the highest bid and felt
rather sore at not getting the wool.
* (From Our Traveling Staff Correspondent) The American Shepherd's Bulletin,
vol. 7, no. 8, August, 1902.
1. See biographical sketches: E. A. Davis, Editor, The Historical Encyclopedia of New
Mexico, New Mexico Historical Association, Albuquerque, 1945, p. 394, and Representative
New Mexicans, C. S. Peterson, Denver, Colo., 1912, P. 161.
2. See reference, Mar. 1902, part 1, p. 5, manuscript.
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But as Messrs. Otto and Schleter had reserved a bid for
themselves, of course they had the right to reject them, one
and all.
Nevertheless some of the buyers
LEFT IN RATHER AN ILL MOOD, and there is some doubt as
to their coming to future wool sales of this kind. A few days
later the bulk of the wool of that class was sold at private
sale, the price ranging around 13c. Those who sold at that
time and a little later were Robt. Dean, of Garrett, Okla.;
T. E. Mitchell,3 Garrett, Okla.; J. L. De Haven,4 Christian
Otto, Chas. Schleter, Thos. Gray, John F. Wolford, Alex. McKenzie, Clayton, N. M.
Most all of these clips, aggregating over a half a million
pounds, were taken by the representatives of Brown & Adams
of Boston.
Taken as a whole, these clips are among the most improved in northern New Mexico. At this writing there are
only two clips of any size left in this part of the territory.
They will amount to eight cars, and will probably be
consigned.
At the present time northeastern New Mexico still has
THE BEST GRASS of any place in the territory that I can
learn of. The central and southern parts are improving under
the recent rains which have fallen within the last two or three
weeks.
The New Mexico sanitary board are taking vigorous
measures to stamp out the scab and have increased the force
of inspectors and are paying them $100 a month. It is expected that by using this extra precaution they will stamp
out the scab effectually.
The sheep men of this locality are looking with much
favor on the operations of
THE ASSOCIATED WOOL GROWERS' COMPANY. Some have already sent quite large consignments in to them and a large
3. See reference, Mar. 1902, part 1, p. 9, manuscript.
4. Picture of J. L. DeHaven and his ranch is to be found in the American Shepherd's
BuUetin, vol. 7, no. 9, Sept. 1902, p. 2776, microfilm, U. N. M. Library.
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number of others are seriously looking into the matter.
The more the matter is looked into the greater it grows
in favor with all of the thinking sheep men of this and other
localities in New Mexico and southern Colorado.
The Forbes Wool Co., of Trinidad, Colo.,5 are having a
very prosperous season, and many Colorado and New Mexican clips will find their way through their finely equipped
scouring mill. There are quite a few feeders of Kansas and
Colorado sending in inquiries for feeders.
Thus far, in spite of the wether market, all inquiries have
been for wethers for feeding. The lambs that were saved in
northern New Mexico are doing finely. Those who have lambs
for sale are talking (sic) of holding them for $1.59 a head.
All of the ewe lambs will be saved this year on account of
the heavy losses of this last spring during the drought. As a
whole the sheep business of New Mexico is in a far better
shape than it was a month ago.

The "Young Observer" In New Mexico *
A Visit to the Northern Part of Union County.
N. M., August 29, 1902. During my stay in Clayton this last winter I met Mr. J. L. de Haven, of the Alamocita
ranch, some 15 miles north of Clayton, N. M.
From that time on it was my desire to visit his ranch, but
for one reason or another I always had to refuse his cordial
invitation.
At last one hot day about the middle of August I found
myself nearing the Alamocita ranch. The ranch house is hidden from the road by a heavy growth of cottonwood trees. As
you leave the main road, you follow the windings of the Alamocita. The day was hot and dusty and the shade of the cottonwoods looked cool and inviting.
We first came to
THE MESS OR CAMP HOUSE, the home of the buck herder,
FOLSOM,

5. See fn. 1, Mar. 1902, part 1.
• (From Our Traveling Staff Correspondent) The American Shepherd's Bulletin,
vol. 7, no. 9, September, 1902.
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and one more turn brought us in full view of the ranch house
and corrals.
.
The ranch house is a substantial five room, one story,
stone building, with flat dirt roof common in this country.
This ranch home has been the property of its present
owner for only two years, but the fine flock of sheep which
graze there has been bred and reared there for 25 years.
The flock was started by Mr. White,1 a pioneer in New
Mexico. Later on the ranch and flocks were purchased by
Nichols & Davis,2 of Trinidad, who ran the property quite
successfully for a few years, and finally sold out to the present
owner, J. D. de Haven. Mr. de Haven had been engaged in
the sheep business in Idaho for 15 years previous to his coming to New Mexico. It was mainly on account of his health
that he made the change to New Mexico.
THE ALAMOCITA RANCH, as it stands to-day, comprises
4,000 acres of patented land, besides the free government
range surrounding it. The notice of this ranch would not be
complete without mentioning the fine flock of rams which
came from the noted herd owned by the Baldwin Sheep &
Land Company, of Hay Creek, Oregon.
They have been pronounced by those who have seen them
as the finest flock of rams in New Mexico.
All of this while I have neglected to speak of "the man
behind the guns," or rather the woman.
Owing to the fact that Mr. de. Haven has not had the best
of health, Mrs. de Haven has been with him for the last 20
years, whether up in the mountains of Idaho, or at the winterfeeding station; whether going on an overland trip, buying
large bands of sheep, or at home on their New Mexican ranch.
Mrs. de Haven has always been with him, sharing the duties,
responsibilities and pleasures of this out-of-door life.
Thus far Father Time has dealt gently with Mistress de
1. Henry White, a native of Massachusetts, entered the sheep business in 1879 on
the Alamocitas, twenty miles northwest of Clayton (Berry Newton Alvis, "History of
Union County," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 22: 251).
2. O. L. Davis and C. H. Nichols. They took possession October 1st (American Shepherd'. Bulletin, vol 7, no. 10, Oct. 1902, U. N. M. Library).
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Haven for she has neither a wrinkle nor a silver lock to denote time's impress. She is .
A TRUE RANCH WOMAN, hospitable, gracious and never
happier than when entertaining some of her many friends.
Unlike most ranch men, Mr. de Haven believes in having
fresh vegetables, and accordingly has a fine garden just south
of the house.
In this garden there abound cucumbers, cantaloupes, watermelons, string beans, peas, sweet corn and in fact everything which goes to make up a first-class garden.
At this time of the year his sheep are away on the summer
range, south of Cerra Grande. The country which makes up
his winter range is
A WELL-WATERED MESA cut up at irregular intervals by
canyons, which afford shelter in winter.
North of him is located the Col. (?) Arizona Sheep Company; south, the Otto & Schleter range;3 north and northwest, the Ed Wight range,4 and Cur-Runpaw Sheep Company. The nearest of these is 15 or 20 miles away.
At last my pleasant visit to the Alamocita ranch was
ended and I was again on my way back to the Spring Hill
ranch and from thence to Trinidad. Taking New Mexico as
a whole, and Arizona, there is no more favored spot than
northern Union county, New Mexico.
When I got back to Folsom, I found every water hole full
to the brim and the grass growing at a great rate. The ranch
men around Folsom are thanking their lucky stars that they
happen to live in such a favored spot as northern Union
county.
After leaving the Alamocita ranch behind we traveled
east overland following the Old Santa Fe trail to what is
known as the Santa Fe crossing. As we traveled on toward
the Texas line the ranges presented a better condition and
did not seem to be so badly overstocked as in some places.
3. See Mar. 1902, part I, p. 5, manuscript.
4. See Mar. 1902. part 2, in. 7.
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About five in the evening we pulled up at the
Mr. Plunkett had recently located here some four or five miles from the Texas
and Oklahoma lines. He is located on a fine strip of wellgrassed country.
The grass is about equally divided between cattle and
sheep feed, the coarse for the cattle and the fine, short buffalo
or gramma grass for the sheep. He is running at the present
. time about [number omitted] cattle and will also put on this
fall about 1,500 sheep. His wife is the daughter of Thomas
P. James, 5 of Folsom, New Mexico.
Mr. Plunkett was for many years a trusted employe of
the F. D. W. outfit and seeing a chance to make a start for
himself did so. He is just now erecting a nice little cottage
and will soon be in shape to enjoy life. His energy combined
with a good stock of experience will be sure to bring him the
success his efforts deserve.
The next morning after a hearty breakfast we again
started in a northeasterly direction toward Mineral,
Oklahoma.
This day being the Sabbath, we only took
A SABBATH-DAY'S JOURNEY of 12 miles, which brought us
to the beautiful ranch home of G. M. Givens.
On the way we passed the ranch of Honey J ohnes, a noted
old character, who used to buy honey up on the Arkansas
river, and peddle it out down on the Cimarron to the numerous ranchers along it.
The grass through here was very good, but as we got
nearer the Oklahoma line, it was shorter, and the cattle and
sheep were not looking so well.
We stopped for a short call, on
w. E. CAMPBELL, of Mineral, Oklahoma. He came here
many years ago for his health and incidentally for his pocketbook.
He has spent the time in the pleasant and profitable business of sheep raising and just lately has decided to retire.
RANCH HOME OF W. B. PLUNKETT.

5. See Mar. 1902, part 2, fn. 6.
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He sold his ranch the other day for $1,000, which is a big
price in this country for 160 acres. He now wants to sell his
sheep and retire completely from business on account of old
age and being a widower and alone.
The Givens ranch was formerly owned by Bill Metcalf,
a noted character north of Clayton.
Mr. Metcalf had spent a great amount of time and labor
in making this one of the best improved ranches north of
Clayton. This ranch is located on a branch of the Carizzo
[Carrizo] river.
Mr. Metcalf had a system of five dams, which were located
so as to afford
IRRIGATION FOR 40 OR 50 ACRES, which was mostly in
alfalfa.
He, however, left about five acres for a garden and such
a garden as it is this year under the care of Mr. Givens.
In the garden he has growing corn, sorghum, kaffir
[kafir] corn, castor beans, peanuts, potatoes, both Irish and
sweet, cucumbers, and last, but not least, watermelons and
cantaloupes.
When we arrived there he was in fine state of righteous
indignation over the dilapidated state of his melon patch.
It seems that a day or so before, the two old mother pigs on
looking for pastures new, had discovered the melon patch.
Now it happened that these old pigs had a weakness for the
melons which could not be repressed and they accordingly
went through the patch and carefully selected those of the
largest size and did the best they could. There are a few left
to represent as well as possible the crushed· hopes of the
owner, for the melons raised on this ranch are highly prized
in Clayton and a load of melons represents some $25 or $30.
Mr. Givens also has quite a start on a flock of sheep, but
his main stock consists of cattle. There is
A FINE SHEEP RANGE around his ranch, and he will probably increase his flock in the near future.
I must not pass by without mentioning his two sons. They
are nearly the same age, just old enough to be around every-
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where and into everything, not of a bad disposition, but naturally hustlers and bright and wide-awake, as all boys
should be.
The oldest one, who is about six, is already a good horseback rider, and often takes a 10 or 15-mile ride with the men.
After dinner one of the neighbors, Mr. Loveless, his family and some visiting friends from Missouri, drove up and
spent the afternoon. By some mistake or other the pigs had
left three nice large, ripe melons and the way they disappeared before Mr. Givens' then increased family was a
caution.
Mr. Loveless lives about 12 miles southwest of the Givens
ranch. He also has a finely improved ranch.
He employes (sic) two windmills for irrigation, and has
a fine orchard which is old enough to bear, and a good garden.
He runs about 1,600 sheep and is thinking of increasing his
flock to 3,000 or more.
His sheep shear from five to six pounds of wool and are
A VERY FAIR FLOCK of improved sheep. Being so far from
Clayton and school privileges, he always hires a tutor for his
children and thinks that they get along nearly as well as when
sent to the public school.
I cannot refrain from quoting a remark made by an unmarried lady, who came along with Mr. Loveless. Just as
they were eating the watermelon, she looked around at the
assembled crowd and said, looking at the little boys, "Here
are the little boys, but where are the big ones, they are the
ones I am after."
Now as the hired man and myself were not in the crowd
at that time I am still in a quandary as to whether she was
after us or some one else. It is quite a joke here about the
ladies coming out here to secure husbands, but of course she
only meant her remark as a joke.
After passing a pleasant and restful Sunday here, Monday morning again found us on our way up the Carrizzo,
[Carrizo] toward the ranch of
DONALD & JOHN MCINTOSH. We first stopped at Kenton on
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the Cimaron (sic) to get directions as to best route to Carizzo
(sic) Springs and McIntosh's ranch, which is located a little
north of,Carrizzo (sic) Springs.
We found at Kenton, an old cow man who had been in the
country since the 60's. He took particular pains to tell us the
route and even made a map of the roads up as far as the
abandoned mining town of Carizzo. (sic).
Here he said we would find the postmaster, the only survivor in the town, who would direct us farther on our journey.
We got to the store and post office all right, but failed
to find the postmaster, as he had presumably gone out to make
a social call to some of the vacant mining shacks. Still following the cow man's directions, we went on and by dint of great
exertions on the part of both horses and man, we climbed the
steep side of the Carrizo (sic) canyon. On reaching the top,
we followed the road which wound in and around through the
breaks, continually getting dimmer and dimmer till at last
it played out entirely and we were left there on the trackless
mesa,
WITHOUT ROAD, GUIDEBOARD OR GUIDE. Looking north we
could see the black mesa on the other side of which was the
ranch of the McIntosh Brothers. We started north over the
mesa, thinking to reach the ranch that way, but we soon
found ourselves confronted by the box canyon of the West
Carizzo [Carrizo].
We then made a circle around to the west and north and
again found the same deep canyon. We kept on circling to get
around the head of the canyon till dark overtook us. When
we were about to give up hope, and pass the night on the open
prairie without tent or bedding, we heard in the distance the
WELCOME BLEATING OF SHEEP and soon reached a sheep
camp.
Here the obliging herders cooked supper for us and shared
with us also their bedding. The bedding of a herder usually
consists of a tarpaulin, a couple of blankets and a number of
sheep skins.
After quite a good deal of questioning, we found out that
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it was still 15 miles around the head of the Carizzo (sic) and
eight miles back down the big hill to the abandoned town.
We decided to take the course, so following our tracks
back, we reached the post office at 11 o'clock, and found the
one man, who gave us the required direction to our destination. Two o'clock found us tired, dusty, and cross at the McIntosh ranch. Here the clever wife of the foreman, Mr. McFarland, got us our dinner and the rest of the afternoon and
evening was spent in much needed rest. The horses especially
needed rest as they presented a forlorn condition, compared
with their sleek, fat appearance at the start.
The next morning, following Mr. McFarland, we went
outto
THE BUCK CAMP which is located about 14 miles west of
the home ranch. Mr. McIntosh has in this herd about 500
rams, half of which are one-eighth Cotswold grade with
Rambouillet.
They are fine, large rams and show good form and fleece.
After a hearty meal on tortillas, mutton and coffee, we started
on the homeward route known as the
OLD TRINIDAD ROAD. Evening again overtook us and we
stopped at one of Fred Hee's sheep camps for the night. Mr.
Hee is running about 22,000 head of sheep and is thinking
of putting on 1,000 head of cattle on his range north of Mesa
Myre. The range north of Mesa Myre is in good shape, having
had two rains that did not strike farther east. Mr. Hee will
have a fine, large bunch of lambs for sale in the near futureat least 10,000 or more.
We were tired and dusty with a week's growth of beard,
and the horses looked as though they had just gotten over
the horse distemper. Taking the range condition as a whole,
it would be safe to say that for such a dry year as this, the
range is a little overstocked.
New Mexico *

The interior department has granted citizens of south• The

Americ~n Shepherd's

Bulletin. vol. 7, no. 10. October, 1902.
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eastern Rio Arriba county the privilege of grazing 5,000
sheep and goats for 60 days upon the Pecos reserve. The
drouth of the present season has proved a severe hardship to
the small stock raisers in that section, consequently they petitioned Governor Otero to present their case to the Interior
department which he did with favorable results.
The Sweetwater Wool Growers' Association has offered a
reward of $1,000 for information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of the leader or leaders of the raiding party of
the New Fork country.
The county officials are still on the trail of the sheep men
who pasture thousands of sheep in Eagle county every year,
without paying anything for the privilege. They have levied
upon 3,500 sheep over on the Frying Pan, belonging to one
Smythe, not only for this year's tax, but for last year. Sheriff
Farnum also collected taxes from a sheep man at Tennessee
Pass, last week. The officers are determined to keep after
these foreign sheep owners and see that they pay for grazing
their animals in the county.
The Burtt Sheep & Cattle Company has been incorporated
at Helena. Its purpose will be the buying, selling and raising
of sheep and cattle. The incorporators are L. D. Burtt, Louis
Gans and R. Lee Word. The capital stock is $75,000, divided
into 750 shares, of which three shares have been subscribed.
The shipments of wool from Clasgow this year were about
600,000 pounds, all of which was sold at prices from 13%, to
16 14 cents, except one clip of about 15,000 pounds belonging
to J. A. Russell, which was shipped on consignment to a Boston firm, 12 cents being paid down.

The "Young Observer" In New Mexico *
Down the Pecos River-Sights and Scenes Among the
Sheep Men.
FORT SUMNER, Oct. 20, 1902. When the month of October
was yet young I started down the Pecos river to call upon
* (From Our Traveling Staff Correspondent) The American Shepherd's BuUetin,
vol. 7, no. 11, November, 1902.
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the many prosperous ranch men who have made the valley
famous by their successful sheep ranching operations carried
on so successfully in this favored locality.
The elevation is from 3,500 to 6,000 feet above the sea
level. The climate, especially at this time of year, is perfect.
When I left Trinidad there was four inches of snow on the
ground. While down here I found green grass and leaves just
turning yellow.
After reaching Santa Rosa, where the Chicago & Rock
Island railroad system crosses the upper Pecos river, I found.
myself in the far-famed Pecos valley.
From the earliest Spanish history to the present day, this
valley has been noted for its fertility and the abundance of
grass and natural forage which it produces. The land, away
from the towns and public highways, for the most part, is
well sodded to the grasses peculiar to this region. Just below
the town of Santa Rosa is the home of
CELSO BACA. For many years Don Celso Baca 1 has stood in
the front ranks of politicians and many a time his influence
has turned the tide of a political campaign.
As a ranch man and sheep raiser he also holds a place peculiar to himself. His ranch, situated as it is on the banks
of the Pecos river, and also cut in two by a beautiful little
spring creek, is a ranch that is highly favored in location. The
land that is now laid out as the town of Santa Rosa was at
one time part of his ranch. Below the house are extensive
vegas where he annually cuts many tons of hay. A little
farther down are a succession of lakes known as the bottomless lakes. The natives around here are very superstitutious
regarding these lakes, and on no account can they be persuaded to go bathing in them. One daredevil of an American
went swimming in one of them one Sunday with a couple of
/

1. Don Celso Baca y Baca lived twenty miles north of Puerto de Luna on the east side
of the Pecos River at the time the EI Paso and Rock Island Railway came from the southwest and the Chicago, Rock Island and El Paso Railway was being built to the northeast.
His wife, Dona Rosa Viviana Baca y Baca, lay buried in the Chapel of Santa Rosa nearby.
The new town that sprung up was named Santa Rosa for Dona Rosa (Frank D. Reeve,
History of New Mexico, Vol. II, Lewis Publishing Company. New York, p. 268).
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companions and, contrary to the expectations of the natives,
came out alive.
There are numerous springs on this ranch, but unfortunately the water from some of them is so impregnated with
mineral that it
CANNOT BE USED FOR IRRIGATION except for the natural salt
grasses growing in the vegas. Horses and burros that eat the
grass after a frost become sick and in many instances die
from the effects. The hay, however, is good and brings $10
to $12 a ton in Santa Rosa.
The next day I left Santa Rosa and traveled south and
east till I came to the home ranch of
MR. CHARLES SUMNER, on the [San] Juan de Dios.
It was past supper time, but soon the welcome call of supper was heard and the victuals vanished very rapidly, for the
ride had been a long one. It is said by all who have seen the
flocks of Mr. Sumner that they are the best wooled sheep in
this part of the territory. He has been breeding for many
years in this line. His sheep at one time sheared on an average over eight pounds. His wethers frequently shear over ten
pounds. It has been his custom in years past to keep his
wethers over for two years at least, then sell them to feeders.
Two years ago he purchased some fine, large Hampshire
bucks and made a mutton cross in his sheep.
THIS YEAR'S LAMBS are the finest lot of lambs I have seen
in the territory and will weigh on an average 60 pounds,
which is 10 or 15 pounds more than the average of what
other lambs will weigh. The cross he made in his sheep for
some purposes was a good one, but for the wool he surely
made a mistake, for he certainly had a fine clip before he
made the cross. As a lamb producer and for the purpose of
getting a good feeding lamb the cross was a good one,
however.
Mr. Sumner came originally from England, where his
family still live. His brother is engaged in the breeding of
Lincolns and this year his ram won first honors at the Royal
show. His home and grounds are finely fixed up. Fruit trees
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have been planted and irrigated. Now every year he has an
abundance of fruit for home use. The ranch and grounds show
a great amount of patient planning and hard work, but it
shows what can be done in this country with water, brains
and money. Of patented land Mr. Sumner owns over 2,000
acres, besides the government range which his ranches
control.
The next morning I moved down the [San] Juan de Dios
and over across to the Alamogordo, which runs into the Pecos
farther down. On my way I stopped at the ranch home of the
SON OF JUDGE LONG,2 OF LAS VEGAS. Mr. Long 3 has here a
fine ranch and runs some three or four thousand sheep. He is
a firm believer in good stock and is steadily improving the
stock of his sheep.
After a short chat I moved on down to the
RANCH HOME OF HERMAN GERHART, [GERHARDT] 4 who is
now running about 6,000 sheep. Mr. Gerhart [Gerhardt] is
an example of what a young man can do with nothing but a
good stock of energy coupled with strict honesty.
Mr. Gerhart (sic) is a hustler, and, although starting
with practically nothing, a few years ago, he is now running
quite a large bunch of sheep, and, if the good price of wool
continues, he will soon be out of debt.
After spending the Sabbath at the Gerhart (sic) home we
started for the dipping plant some 16 miles away. On the way
we stopped at the home of Mr. Herman Gerhart's (sic)
father. 5 Mr. Gerhardt's (sic) father, though getting along in
years, is still a good, intelligent talker and likes the taste of
some good brand of plug tobacco. In company with Mr. Herman I rode across the prairie and again stopped for a short
2. Elisha Van Buren Long, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the Territory of
New Mexico from November, 1885 until 1891 (Arie Poldervaart, Black-Robed Justice in
New Mexico, 181,6-1912, NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL RFNIEW, 23: 40 passim). See biographical
sketch Illustrated History of New Mexico, Lewis Publishing Company, 1895, Chicago, pp.
255-256.
3. Evidently Alfred H. Long.
4. Elder son of Frederick (Lillie Gerhardt Anderson, "A New Mexico Pioneer of the
1880s," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 29: 253).
5. Frederick Gerhardt came to New Mexico in April, 1882 (Ibid., 39: 245).
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call at the .Long ranch. We left just before dark, and some
time after dark we reached the camp where he will dip his
sheep.
The ranch men around here
ALL USE LIME AND SULPHUR DIP, according to the government formula.
There is quite a little scab in and around here on account
of the dryness of the season and the prevalence of herds
crossing the range at this point to gain the stake[d] plains,
where grass and water are abundant this summer. These
stake[d] plains constitute the finest summer range to be
found, and every year, after lambing, many, or almost all,
of the sheep men along the Pecos river start out for the
stake[d] plains, where they range their sheep around some
of the numerous lakes on these plains. From a recent letter
from the inspector, B. F. McLaughlin, I quote the following:
"I have just been out on the stake[d] plains. I found
here better grass, better water and better men than I had
expected to find. There are at present (Oct. 1) about 76,000
sheep ranging out here, most of them from Guadalupe county.
I found quite a little scab, but not as much as I had expected."
At this writing nearly all of the sheep have been dipped
twice and well so that there will be little or no scab this winter in Guadalupe county, New Mexico.
Leaving my friend Herman to get his dipping plant ready
for operation, I started north up the Alamogordo, to the home
ranch of
THE ALAMOGORDO SHEEP CO. 6 When I arrived there I found
that Mr. Churchil1,7 the manager, was in Las Vegas on busi6. The Alamogordo Sheep Company was incorporated some time in 1899. Its incorporators and directors were Arthur M. Blackwell, Joseph M. Cunningham, each of Las Vegas,
and Lucius F. Churchill of Puerto de Luna. The Shepherd's Bulletin of the National Wool
Growers' Association of the United States, vol. 4, no. 10, p. 680, microfilm, U. N. M.
Library.)
7. Lucius F. Churchill became ranch manager for Charles Ilfeld in November 1903
after he had retired to New York State. He received a one-fifth interest in the Pintada
Trading Company, a corporation formed to take care of Ilfeld's sheep holdings. Churchill
resigned in three years pleading ill-health (Wm. J. Parish, The Charles Ilfeld Company:
A Study of the Rise and Vecline Of Mercantile Capitalism in New Mexico, Harvard University Press, 1961, PP. 189-190).
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ness. So I learned all that I could from the man in charge, and
after a good meal, I started on the return journey.
The Alamogordo Sheep Co. runs, as nearly as I could find
out, about 12,00 or 13,000 sheep. They have a fine range and,
from all reports, are doing well. Their home ranch is finely
fitted up with a good, large house, barn and corrals.
After returning to the dipping plant, where my friend
Herman was getting ready to dip, I was ready to enjoy another night's sound rest at his camp.
The next day I rode over to where
THE HON. CAPTAIN CLANCEy8 [CLANCY] was dipping his
20,000 sheep. The captain is one of the stand-bys and landmarks in the sheep business of the upper Pecos. For 24 years,
winter and summer, he has been continually at it. His aim has
been to produce a sheep with a good carcass and as much wool
on the scoured basis as possible. When it comes to the sheep
business, the captain is an enthusiast in the fullest sense of
the word. He has personally visited and inspected many of the
leading stud flocks from Vermont to California, and when
it comes to judging a sheep, the captain is right there and in
his element.
For many years the captain followed the sea and its romance. Starting from his Vermont home he rounded Cape
Horn and sailed up the Pacific. Those were the days of sailing
vessels and long voyages, and to sit and hear the captain spin
sea tales by the hour was to me a rare pleasure. At last, after
many years of sea life, he settled down in San Francisco as
a mining stock broker. Seeing the uncertainty of this business and becoming convinced that the sheep business was a
profitable and safe investment, he made an investment in
Arizona, and afterwards moved the base of his operations to
New Mexico on the lower Alamogordo. He calls
HIS RANCH "Alamogordo." The house is built somewhat
in the style of a fortress with big watchtowers at each corner.
Inside, on every hand, one sees the evidences of a refined taste .
8. Captain John G. Clancy. See biographical sketch. Representative New Mexican••
C. S. Peterson, Denver. Colo.• 1912, p. 61.
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from the well-filled bookcases to the walls covered with paintings, from the pleasant fireplaces to the piano in the corner.
The paintings are for the most part the work of his son Juan.
The captain rarely sits down to a meal, except there is
some dish peculiar to the sea on the table. He still clings to
the romance of the ocean and says that when he makes his fortune in the sheep business, he would like to build him a snug
little schooner and sail around wherever pleasure dictated.
The most thorough job of dipping I have seen done this
year was done by Capt. Clancey, [Clancy] and if his sheep
have scab before spring it will not be the fault of the dipping.
The captain is the most indefatigable worker I have yet met
and there is hardly a day that you will not see him, the mules
and buckboard on the road, either to Puerto de Luna or some
camp.
Before finishing I must not fail to mention the
FINE HERD OF BUCKS which he annually raises. They are
fine, large fellows, of a good staple of wool and good mutton
type, just what a range sheep should be. Then, too, I must
mention the herd of Shetland ponies, purebred ones, too, that
the captain keeps for his own and his children's amusement
and incidentally for the benefit of his pocketbook. He will deliver a well-broken Shetland pony any time of the year to
those wanting these docile and pretty pets for themselves or
children. He now has on hand some 14 head of well-broken
ponies for sale.
It was with a feeling of sincere regret that I bade the
genial and wholehearted captain goodby and traveled down
the Alamogordo and the Pecos to Fort Sumner.
Just before reaching the present town of Fort Sumner,
we passed by the site of the old Fort Sumner, fort and reservation, where the government spent nearly a million dollars
in irrigation dams and ditches, making a vast farm for the
Indians. It
EVENTUALLY PROVED A FAILURE, and all that remains today is a long avenue, with majestic cottonwoods on both sides
of it, and a few fruit trees, which feebly mark the site of
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what was once a flourishing 40-acre orchard. It was not the
fault of the soil, climate or water, but simply the fact that
the Indians would not be civilized and live in this flat country.
They longed for their native mountains and were continually
running away, till the government gave it up and let the land
go back to its native grasses. 9 It is waiting now for some enterprising capitalists to put in another dam and ditches and
resume operations again. There is no reason why 12,000 or
14,000 acres could not be irrigated from the Pecos and have
vast alfalfa fields where now only wild grasses grow.

(To be continued)

9. See Frank D. Reeve, op cit, Vol. II, pp. 110-122. Also Charles Amsden, "The Navajo
Exile at Bosque Redondo," NEW MEXICO H,STORICAL REVIEW. 8: 31-50.

THE TRIANGLE AND THE TETRAGRAMMATON1
ANote on the Cathedral at Santa Fe
by F;r...OYD S. FIERMAN*

NE OF THE MOST charming stories that has currency
throughout the Southwest concerns the Cathedral at
Santa Fe dedicated to St. Francis of Assisi. Above the entrance of the Cathedral 2 is a Triangle and inscribed within
its borders is the Tetragrammaton, the word for God in->
scribed in Hebrew letters. The construction of this Cathedral
was initiated during the episcopate of Archbishop John B.
Lamy. Its cornerstone was laid on July 14, 1869 and, like
many houses of worship, its construction extended over a
peroid of years. Twitchell recounts that in 1912 it was still
incomplete. 3
In recent years it has appeared incongruous to many people that the Catholic Church, whose prayer language is Latin,
should have a Hebrew inscription over its entrance, even
though it was enclosed in a Triangle. It was not questioned
or considered unusual at the time that it was placed in the
archway, if the lack of reference to the symbol in the local
newspapers is a guide. They are silent. When the curiosity
about the whole matter began to become history can only be
conjectured. Even Twitchell, who had an eye for the unique
and who sought historical detail, overlooked it. Eventually,
however, it became an oddity and stories began to circulate.
"The Archbishop had a warm association with the people of
Jewish faith who resided in New Mexico," is a theme running
through the interpretations. "On various occasions when the
Archbishop needed financial assistance, he sought the help
of his Jewish friends. In tribute to these people and their

O

* Temple Mount Sinai. 900 North Oregon St.• EI Paso. Tex.
Reprinted with permission of the Editor of the Fanwood. Vol. VI, No.2. Spring. 1961.
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Archway of the Cathedral at Santa Fe, dedicated to St. Francis of Assisi.
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help, the Archbishop ordered that the Tetragrammaton in a
Triangle be inserted above the Cathedral. It was the symbol
of harmony between Catholic and Jew."
Is there any credence to this opinion? Did Archbishop
Lamy place the Tetragrammaton in the Triangle in tribute
to his Jewish friends in Santa Fe? Or is this another of the
legends that grows with such ease in the parched earth of
New Mexico tradition once it is irrigated with the moisture
of the lips and the tongue?
A letter directed to Archbishop Edwin V. Byrne of the
Archdiocese of Santa Fe brought a reply from the Chancery
Office, written under the signature of Father M. J. Rodriguez,
Chancellor. 4 The purpose of the original letter was to determine whether the archives of the Diocese were open to students of history for investigation. The answer from the
Chancellor was in the affirmative, but he suggested that to
expedite matters a catalogue of the Archives be consulted.
This catalogue, compiled by Fray Angelico Chavez, is entitled"Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, 1678-1900." 5
An investigation of the Chavez catalogue reveals that
Archbishop Lamy had considerable correspondence with the
Most Reverend J. B. Purcell of the Cincinnati diocese. 6 This
correspondence establishes that Lamy was in a diocese that
more often than not was in financial straits. There is, however, no reference in this catalogue to any communication
with any known people of the Jewish faith, indicating a loan
or gift. The names of two Jewish families are recorded but
these notes have nothing to do with the matter under consideration.
The two Jewish families that would have been inclined to
assist the Archbishop in his program to build a representative Cathedral structure in Santa Fe were the Staab Brothers,7 Abraham and Zadoc, and the Spiegelberg Brothers. s W.
A. Keleher, in his The Fabulous Frontier, not only attributes
the Lamy gesture to the Staab family, but he graphically records it:
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. Then the churchman [Archbishop Lamy] hurried to the
office of Abraham Staab, merchant prince of Santa Fe, to ask
for an extension of time on promissory notes given in exchange
for funds borrowed for the Cathedral project. Friends of long
standing, the ranking Roman Catholic prelate of the Southwest, and the leading member of the Jewish faith in New Mexico, exchanged the formalities of the day. Mr. Staab had
already made substantial gifts to the Cathedral construction
fund. When money had become scarce in the hard times then
prevailing, the merchant had become banker and loaned large
sums to the Archbishop to prevent stoppage of the work. "How
is the work on the Cathedral progressing?," inquired Staab.
"Times are hard," answered the Archbishop, "but the Cathedral
will be finished. All I ask is an extension of time on my notes."
Staab went to a large iron safe, took out all the notes that
the Archbishop had signed and said to him: "Archbishop, let
me have a say in the building of that new Cathedral and I will
tear up all these notes." Cautiously the man of God measured
the eyes of the man of Commerce and Business and inquired:
"To what extent, how, Mr. Staab?" Staab replied: "Let me put
one word above the entrance of the Cathedral, chiselled in
stone." "And what is that word?," parried the Archbishop.
"You must trust me, Archbishop,' replied Staab. Archbishop
Lamy agreed to Abraham Staab's proposal. Staab tore up the
notes in the presence of the Archbishop, tossed the fragments
of paper into a fire in the stove in the office. When the Cathedral
was finished, there for all the world to see, was the part that
Staab had taken in its building, The Hebraic initials J V H
[Y H W H] symbolic of the word "God" of the Christian faith,
"Jehovah" of the faith of Israel.9

Mr. Keleher's account according to Rabbi Davir Shor of
Albuquerque requires modification. Dr. Edward Staab, the
son of Abraham Staab, has discussed the subject under question with Rabbi Shor. Dr. Staab has informed Rabbi Shor
that his father did loan Archbishop Lamy funds toward the
erection of the Cathedral. His father, he recounts, also destroyed the notes that were given by Lamy as security. But
the Doctor avers that under no circumstances did Abraham
Staab agree to tear up the notes if the Archbishop would
place the Tetragrammaton above the Cathedral. He did not
bargain with the highest religious officer of the diocese.
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Abraham Staab did not place any obstacles before the Archbishop. After Lamy stated his plight, Dr. Staab claims that
Abraham Staab asked the Archbishop to accept the loan as
a donation. lO Thus, only a portion of the Keleher account,
according to Abraham Staab's son, is verifiable. Furthermore, the untarnished escutcheon of the Staab family in all
their business transactions would in itself substantiate that
the Staabs never disadvantaged anyone, and, above all, not a
clergyman.
Consequently, the Staab family must be eliminated as the
Jewish family that Archbishop Lamy may have desired to
placate. Let us consider the other possibility, the Spiegelberg
Brothers. In this case, there is a contemporary newspaper
article that directly involves the Spiegelbergs in the matter
of the Cathedral.
On the Tuesday before the Sunday that the Cathedral was
to be dedicated, a news item in The New Mexican of Santa Fe,
described the plans for the dedication. A list of those people
who contributed twenty-five dollars and upward was enumerated.n Conspicuous among the donors was the name
Spiegelberg. This donation was undoubtedly a family gift.
The Spiegelberg contribution was five hundred dollars, a sizeable amount of money in 1869. That the Archbishop and the
Spiegelbergs were good friends cannot be denied. An overture of kindness toward the Spiegelbergs on the part of the
Archbishop is brought to our attention by Flora Spiegelberg,
the wife of Willi Spiegelberg:
In 1852, Lamy in company with two French priests, was
returning from Kansas to Santa Fe by way of the Santa Fe
trail. Halfway across the trail the Bishop and his caravan saw
ahead of them a caravan of twenty-five covered wagons, which
he was to learn were transporting merchandise to the Spiegelbergs of Santa Fe. Bishop Lamy knew the brothers well and
halted to extend a friendly greeting to Levi, the second oldest
of the brothers, who was in charge of the wagon train. He
noticed that Levi was being carried into a cabin on the prairie.
He was a victim of dysentery. Aware that an epidemic of
cholera was prevalent, Levi's companions had become panic
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stricken and refused to continue the journey with him. They
had persuaded him to stay with a trapper in his cabin until he
was able to resume his journey. But the Bishop would not have
it so. "My two companions and I will make room for you in
our covered wagon." Levi accepted the offer gratefully. He regained his health in a week. The remainder of the trip to Santa
Fe, which took two months, found the kindly educated priests
and the young merchant in pleasant conversation. 12

Previous to the erection of the Cathedral, the Spiegelbergs and the hierarchy had maintained an open-door policy
with one another. They endeavored to help one another whenever the occasion presented itself. But, in addition to the
query of whether an Archbishop had the freedom to employ
symbols according to his whim, there is the question of
whether a donation to a Cathedral building by a Jewish donor
would influence an Archbishop to honor the donor by incorporating the Hebrew letters for God on the archway. It would
hardly be conceivable, no matter how generous the motives of
the prelate, that he should act in this manner.
Careful inquiry leads us to the opinion that there is no
mystery to the matter. Fray Angelico Chavez removes any
doubts:
The Hebrew characters above the Cathedral entrance
struck the historian as odd, and so he guessed that Lamy had it
done because of his most cordial relations with the Jewish pioneers of Santa Fe. . . .
However, it is to be noted that the Tetragrammaton is enclosed in a triangle. In Europe, this was a common Christian
symbol, denoting the One god of Moses and Abraham revealed
in their New Covenant, as Three Divine Persons in one God
. . . hence the Graeco-Latin term "Trinity." The symbol was
carved in the Gothic and Romanesque churches of northern Europe, painted on sacred furnishings, embroidered in liturgical
vestments. (1 found one Chasuble 13 or Mass vestment, imported from France by Lamy or his successor, with this same
emblem embroidered with gold thread on the back of the most
prominent part.)
It follows that Lamy would not have been pleasing his
Jewish friends by including the triangle! Or perhaps it was not
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Lamy's own idea, but that of his French architect.l 4 It also
could be, once the emblem was carved, that these Jewish
friends, totally ignorant of the triangle's meaning, were actually pleased and did consider it a friendly gesture by Lamy!
Which is all to the good in this world of strife and misunderstanding among peoples. I5

To establish the fact that the symbol above the Cathedral
was not unique, it was only necessary now to find the
Chasuble in the Cathedral and identify it. Through the cooperation of Father Rodriguez of the Chancery office and
Fray Chavez, the Chasuble was located and photographed.
Two of the three illustrations included with this note are a
photograph of the symbol above the Cathedral, as it now
appears, and a photograph of the Chasuble. I6
In addition to the evidence found in the St. Francis of
Assisi Cathedral, research has disclosed other examples affirming that the Roman Church has used symbols with Hebrew inscriptions in places other than Santa Fe. F. R.
Weaver,17 in his study on church symbolism attests that besides the Tetragrammaton, other Hebrew inscriptions were
utilized as well. He illustrates four other Hebrew characterizations that were employed by the Roman Church.
This documentation directs us to the conclusion that the
Tetragrammaton in the Triangle in the Cathedral has an
old history. It antedates the Santa Fe Cathedral. It is coincidental that the gregarious Archbishop, John B. Lamy, had
many Jewish friends in the diocese of Santa F'e. That he
placed the symbol in the archway as representative of his
friendship, we can assuredly conclude is merely a legend.
It is of credit to the Franciscan priest, Fray Angelico Chavez,
that for some time he has known that this was a legend, but
because it augured friendship and not antipathy, he chose
to leave it rest.
REFERENCES
1. The equilateral Triangle is the symbol of the Trinity, suggesting three equal parts
joined into one. George Ferguson, Signs and Symbols in Christian Art, Oxford University
Press, New York. C. 1954 by the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, p. 276.
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The Tetragrammaton (YHWH) was written but not pronounced according to its
consonants in Jewish tradition. "The substitution in pronunciation of adonai ('Lord') for
the tetragrammaton, the shem ha-mephorash of the Mish, yoma, VI, 2) of which indications
are to be found in the later Biblical books and which is clearly recorded in the Mishnah
became the general usage of the Synagogue when reading from the scroll of the Pentateuch. The tetragrammaton had been retained, while the Temple stood, in the regular
priestly benediction (Nu. VI, 22ff) . . . . The true pronunciation of the tetragrammaton
was not freely transmitted, but was esoteric, and communicated by the teachers only to
qualified disciples. . . . The Mishnah so severely prohibits the utterance of the tetragrammaton that the pronouncer of it was threatened with exclusion from a portion of the world
to come. Other paraphrastic substitutes for the name of God became common, e.g., Maqom,
lit. 'place' . . . or HOur father in Heaven' . . . and frequently in Rabbinic texts -the
merciful,' 'The Holy one, blessed be He' . . ."James Hastings (Editor), Encyclopedia of
Religion and Ethics, Pbl. Charles Scribner's Sons, C. 1928, Vol. IX, 177a.
2. The Cathedral is described by Twitchell as follows: "Its cornerstone was laid July
14, 1869 (The New Mexican, Tuesday, October 12, 1869, gives the date of the cornerstone
. . . the cornerstone of the new Cathedral . . . will be laid on Sunday, 10th of October,
1869.) The main building with two imposing towers has been erected at a cost of approximately one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. It is still incomplete. The part of the building completed to the arms of the cross is one hundred and twenty feet long, and sixty feet
broad, while the height of the middle nave is fifty-five feet. The ceiling is arched in Roman
style. The walls are of native stone. The ceilings have this peculiarity; they are made of
red volcanic tufa. very light; this substance was obtained from the summit of Cerro Mogino,
about twelve miles from Santa Fe. The towers are of cut stone, now eighty-five feet in
height, and the spires which will adorn them eventually, will reach an elevation of one
hundred and sixty feet. Ralph Emerson Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican
History, Vol. II, p. 344, Torch Press, C. 1912.
3. Archbishop John B. Lamy "was born at Lempdes, France, October 11, 1814, of a
family_ fruitful in vocations. Educated at Clermont and the Seminary of Monteferrand, he
was ordained in December, 1838 . . .' while assistant priest at Champre, in 1839 he volunteered to join Bishop Purcell for the Ohio mission. Stationed at Wooster and subsequently
at Covington . . . (he) shrank from no toil . . . on the 24th of November, 1850, he set
out for his vicariate by way of New Orleans and Texas . . . he met with an accident and
was laid up for months at San Antonio, so that he did not reach Santa Fe till the summer
of 1851." Lamy died February 14, 1888. His remains lie under the main altar of the
Cathedral. Twitchell, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 329, note 256.
4. Correspondence with Father M. J. 'Rodriguez, Chancery Office, Archdiocese of Santa
Fe, November 15, 1960, Protocol No. 303/60. Father Rodriguez writes: "If you find that our
archives contain any material which might prove helpful to you, you are more than welcome
to come here. If you find we might be able to be of help, please see me personally."
5. Angelico Chavez, Archives Of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, 1678-1900, Ibds. Washington, D.C., Academy of American Franciscan History, C. 1957.
6. Ibid., pp. 114, 117, 119-122, and other references. Index, p. 276.
7. Abraham Staab was born in Westphalia, Germany, February 27, 1839. In 1854, when
fifteen years of age, he embarked for the United States in a sailing vessel, the voyage consuming five weeks. After his arrival, he proceeded to Norfolk, Virginia, where he found
employment as an errand boy in a small grocery store, with a salary of one dollar per week,
his board and lodging included. Having been engaged in this employment about two months,
a prominent merchant of Norfolk, to whom he had delivered parcels daily, took a fancy
to the young apprentice, gave him employment at three dollars per week and during the
evening hours gave him instruction in bookkeeping. Having heard of the great opportuni..
ties for business in the far west, after a residence of two years in .Norfolk, he removed to
New Mexico, traveling by train and steamboat as far as Westport Landing (Kansas City,
Missouri) and thence by wagon train, drawn by ox..teams, to New Mexico's capital, the
journey requiring more than six weeks for its completion. Shortly after his arrival he
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entered the employ of Spiegelberg Brothers, prominently engaged in the Santa Fe and
Chihuahua trade, with which firm he continued for one year, and in 1858 entered into the
business of general merchandising together with his brother, Zadoc Staab, the firm being
known as Zadoc Staab and Brother. At first the business was principally along retail lines
but gradually attained strength and proportion until in the sixties, it became the largest
wholesale trading and merchandising establishment in the entire Southwest, covering a
territory which included Utah, Colorado, Arizona and as far south as Chihuahua, Mexico.
In the days preceding and during the Civil War, and for a long period thereafter, capital
and courage were controlling factors in the commercial enterprises of the great Southwest.
Caravans. drawn by six, eight and oft-times as many as ten yoke of oxen, were required in
transporting across the Great Plains the immense stocks of merchandise required in the
Southwestern trade. Military escorts furnished by the government at various times in the
'sixties accompanied these wagon-trains, supplemented as they were by their own weIIarmed employees who were constantly on the qui vive for the marauding nomads of the
prairies. With many of these caravans, carrying the goods of Z. Staab and Brother, Abraham Staab rode on horseback across the plains of Kansas, Colorado and New Mexico, on the
alert, night and day, to repel the attacks of murdering savages, who, in many cases, with
trains insufficiently protected, were successful in their attacks upon the caravans, requiring
the abandonment of wagons and contents to the merciless barbarians. The firm filled many
immense contracts for supplies to the government in its support of the many soldiers and
army posts in the Southwest. These contracts covered all sorts of native products, hay,
grain, chile, beans, flour and buffalo meat, giving employment to many of the native citizens
of New Mexico, who gained their livelihood as sub-contractors for this firm. Large quantities of buffalo robes, beautifully tanned and decorated, were articles of trade with the Indians of the plains as well as with large numbers of native ciboleroB who hunted the buffalo
on the llanos of northeastern New Mexico along the Cimarron and Arkansas rivers. The
transportation equipment necessary in the filling of these government contracts, in these
days of railway trains and motor trucks, should be recorded in the history of those who
Were pioneers in the progress of civilization in the Southwest. Many yoke of oxen, great
droves of burros, mules and horses were the transportation used in supplying the military
posts from the Arkansas to the Rio Grande. The story of Santa Fe and the great Southwest
is found in the biographies of the Santa Fe merchants, participating as they did in the
daily life and activities of all the communities and settlements of a tremendous geographical
area. In the distribution of supplies, Santa Fe as the initial point, with the freighters bound
for Chihuahua and the settlements of the Rio Abajo, was the scene of colorful events, filled
with romance, unparalleled in the story of the great Southwest. The deliveries at army posts
and Indian agencies of great herds of cattle, with their vaqueros and other employees, and
military officers and men, the civilian scouts, picturesque in their garb of buckskin and
beaver, in their detailed recital are epics for pen and brush. In all of this Abraham Staab
played an important part. Southwestern society in its beginnings was limited but at the
posts and agencies and in all the larger communities racial differences and prejudices were
unknown and discountenanced. The friendships, confidences and intimacies of that period
were beautifully close and almost without appreciation by those of the present day. The
social life of New Mexico's capita], the brilliant functions of frequent occurrences given by
the ladies and officers of old Fort Marcy, participated in by the civilians of the ancient city;
and those given in return by its pricipa] citizens are wondrous memories with those who
were privileged to participate. In these social sidelights of Santa Fe history, the Staab mansion on Palace Avenue played a prominent part. Unostentatious but magnificent in their
simplicity were the contributions of Abraham and Mrs. Staab, with their older daughters,
to the social gaieties which shone with frequent brilliancy in the ancient city. Attended by
dignitaries, military and civilian, governors, justices, visiting notables and officers of high
rank, these entertainments made life at Fort Marcy and old Santa Fe preferable to that in
many of the great regimental posts of the far west.
In all his business relations with the patrons and friends of the firm, the native New
Mexican in particular, Mr. Staab occupied a position of intimate confidence, which was
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never disturbed or broken. In truth, owing to the lack of banking facilities, his firm was the
depository of large sums of money belonging to the leading native representatives through.
out New Mexico, in the handling of which Abraham Staab served as advisor and trustee
gratuitously, always appreciated and never forgotten.
After the coming of the railways, owing to the rapid increase in population in severa]
of the rival cities of the Territory, with every session of the legislature efforts were made
looking to the removal of the capital from Santa Fe. These failed in every instance owing
largely to the influence of Abraham Staab and other prominent citizens of Santa Fe and
the northern part of the Territory. Mr. Staab held a number of public offices; was a memo
ber of the board of county commissioners of Santa Fe county, a member and secretary of
the first Capitol Building Commission and the first president of the Santa Fe chamber of
commerce.
On December 25, 1865, he was united in marriage with Miss .Julie Schuster, of which
eight children were born, one of whom died in infancy, the others being Mrs. Louis Ilfeld
of Albuquerque; Mrs. Louis Baer of Boston; Mrs. Max Nordhaus of Albuquerque; .Julius
and Paul, deceased; Arthur and Edward. Mrs. Staab died on May 15, 1896, and Mr. Staab
passed to his reward in 1913. Ralph E. Twitchell, Old Santa Fe, Pbl. Santa Fe New Mexican
Publishing Corporation, C. 1925, p. 479·80.
8. Solomon .Jacob Spiegelberg, the oldest of the Spiegelbergs, was the first to leave
Germany. He crossed the Santa Fe trail in an ox-train and joining the command of Colonel
William A. Doniphan, accompanied him to Chihuahua, Mexico. He returned to Santa Fe
with the regiment where he was appointed Sutler. In 1846, he established a wholesale and
retail general merchandise business. By 1868, Solomon's four brothers, Willi, Emanuel,
Levi, and Lehman had arrived from Germany. Flora Spiegelberg, Reminiscences of a Jewish
Bride on the Santa Fe Trail.
Levi Spiegelberg came in 1848; Emanuel in 1853; Lehman in 1857; and Willi in 1861.
Daily New Mexican, Santa Fe, October 30, 1881, Vol. X, No. 206, p. 130.
.Joseph and Solomon enlisted in the Union forces. .Joseph attained the rank of Captain
and Solomon that of ColoneL Santa Fe New Mexican, August 12, 1864.
9. William A. Keleher, The Fabulous Frontier, The Rydal Press, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
1945, PP. 132-33. Correspondence with W. A. Keleher, Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 15, 1950.
10. Conversation with Rabbi David Shor, Temple Albert, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
11. The New Mexican, Tuesday, October 12, 1869. The donors listed are as follows:
Name-Residence
Amt.
Sr. Obispo Lamy, Santa Fe
$3,000
Anna Ma. Ortiz, Santa Fe
2,500
Sr. Vicario Egullion, Santa Fe
1,000
C. P. Clever, Santa Fe
1,000
Mache Magdalena, Santa Fe
500
Mannela [sic] Armijo Santa Fe
500
Spiegelberg, Santa Fe
500
Ambrosio Armijo, Albuquerque
500
.Jose L. Perea, Bernalillo
500
Manuel Anto. Otero, Peralto [sic]
500
.Jose D. Sena, Santa Fe
200
Gaspar Ortiz, Santa Fe
200
Thomas Cauglon, Santa Fe
100
Charles Blummer, Santa Fe
100
H. R. Tompkins, Santa Fe
100
Felipe Delgado, Santa Fe
100
Pedro Perea, Bernalillo
100
.Jesus Perea, Bernalillo
100
Eliza Herbert, Glorietta
100
.Judge Watts, Santa Fe
100

Name-Residence
Felipe Chavez, Belen
.Jose Ma. Aragon, Tome
F. W. Helen, Santa Fe
.Jose Oct. Lujan, Santa Fe
Anastacio Sandobal, Santa Fe
.Juan C. Chaves, Belen
Antonio Lerma, La Alameda
Pedro N. Valencia, Jemes
Thomas Rivera, Santa Fe
Pablo Delgado, Santa Fe
Vicente Garcia, Santa Fe
Dolores Perea, Los Ponos [sic]
F. B. Delgado, Santa Fe
Francisco Perea, Bernalillo
.Jose Anto. Montoya, Bernalillo
Baltazar Perea, Bernalillo
.J. M. Baca y Salazar, Pecos
Santiago Baca, Pecos
Manuel Varela, Pecos
Pablo Martin, Pecos

Amt.
200
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
80
40
30
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
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The writer is indebted to Miss Ruth E. Rambo, librarian of the Museum of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, for researching and making this refernce available. Dec. 9. 1960.
12. Flora Spiegelberg, "Tribute to Archbishop Lamy of New Mexico." The Southwestern Jewish Chronicle, Oklahoma City, 1933.
The friendship of the Jewish Pioneer with the Catholic hierarchy, as has been indicated.
was reciprocal. Another example of this reciprocity concerned the Ribos. In 1896, the Bibo
Brothers. Solomon and Simon, of Laguna, New Mexico, wrote a letter to Willi Spiegelberg,
who was then residing in New York, concerning the antagonistic attitude taken toward
them by a priest who is referred to as Juillard. The Spiegelbergs had been instrumental in
bringing the Bibos to New Mexico and because of this and the close relationship that the
Spiegelbergs had always maintained with the Catholic hierarchy. Willi Spiegelberg's influence was sought. It is interesting to note, however, that the Bibos-Simon and Solomonhad already married out of their faith and hardly had any association with Judaism in the
territory. Simon Bibo was married to Ramona Candelaria of San Mateo, New Mexico. They
had eighteen children, "9 living to childhood or maturity." Solomon Bibo married a member
of the Acoma tribe of Indians whose first' name was Juana. He became governor of the
Acoma Indians on two occasions, one being the year 1892.. Correspondence with Arthur
Bibo, July 25, 1953.
THE BIBO MERCANTILE CO.
Dealers in Groceries, California Products, Pr01Jisio118 and General Merchandise,
Wool, Hides, and Pueblo Indian Specialties.
Special Rate for Carload Lots
Wholesale and Retail
Mr. Willi Spiegelberg
LAGUNA, NEW MEXICO, July 31, 1896
New York
Dear Sir:
At a meeting held at Cebolleta a few days ago, the encl. Protest was drawn up. It
certainly don't amount to nothing before the count (? J, but it was drawn up by the Catholic
priest Juillard. (It shows in that same) item! UN RICO ISRAELITO [a rich Jew] that
he wants to inspire the people with hatred not alone against you but against the Jewish
race. I have sent this paper to Don Anudo (?), who will present the case to the Archbishop
[Archbishop Lamy died in February 14, 1888. He was succeeded by the coadjutor J. B.
Salpointe] and as you have always helped the Catholic Church at Santa Fe you should write
to the Archbishop a few lines in regards to this protest. The parties who signed the protest
are only tools of the padre. I hope that you are doing well and that your daughters have
grown up to be nice ladies and that they will make life a comfort to you and your estimable
wife. We have all been well. I have five boys and four girls. . • . I wish to know your opinion of New York State and also about the general outcome of the election. I am somewhat
interested as we have 100,000 pounds of wool on hand.
SIMON Bmo.
Another reference to the Archbishop's friendship with the Spiegelbergs is noted by
Flora Spiegelberg: "Upon the eve of each holiday (Jewisb holiday), he would send fruit,
wine, or flowers to Mrs. L. Spiegelberg and to Mrs. B. Seligman (Mother of Governor
Arthur Seligman) and to Mrs. Willi (Flora) Spiegelberg." Flora Spiegelberg, "Tribute to
Archbishop Lamyof New Mexico," The Southwestern Jewish Chronicle, Oklahoma City,
1933.
13. "The Chasuble is the last liturgical garment with which the celebrant is vested. It is
the outer garment covering the other vestments and the Latin origin of its name, CASULA
(little house), aptly describes it. The Chasuble may be White, Red, Rose, Green, Violet,
Black, Gold or Silver, depending on the season of the church's year or feast that is being
observed. It usually has a cross embroidered on the back, which is an allusion to the Passion
of Christ. Symbolically, this vestment alludes to the purple dress that Pilate ordered to be
placed on Christ as "King of the Jews." It also recalls Christ's seamless garment, for which
the soldiers on Calvary cast lots. Because the Chasuble covers the other vestments, its
symbolic meaning is Christian charity and protection; charity being the virtue that should
supercede all others." Ferguson, op. cit., p. 282.
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14. "The construction of the Cathedral was begun by an American architect; he was
not qualified for the work and the contract was rescinded and given to two French architects, Antoine Manly and his son, Projectus . . . the cornerstone contained the names of
the President of the United States, General U. S. Grant, the Governor of New Mexico, and
other territorial officials who were present. Coins of gold, silver and copper. documents and
newspapers were also used. Three days afterwards, some miscreant stole the cornerstone
with its contents and nothing was ever heard of it afterwards. . . . The building as now
(1911) used was completed by two contractors, Messrs. Monnier and Machebeuf. . . ."
TwitcheII, op. cit.• p. 344, note 272.
In an effort to secure further information concerning the French architects, as suggested by Father Chavez, the writer received the foIIowing reply from Librarian Rambo in
Santa Fe. "I found no references in the newspaper index to the two French architects,
Antoine Manly and his son, Projectus." Correspondence, December 9, 1960.
15. Correspondence with Father Angelico Chavez, November 22. 1960. The Santa Fe
Cathedral Text and Format by Fr. Angelico Chavez, Imprimatur: The Most Rev. E. V.
Byrne, Archbishop of Santa Fe. C. 1947. Part II, Section 1.
16. Marcel Pick of Santa Fe was gracious enough to arrange for the photographs.
17. F. R. Webber, Church Symbolism, an explanation of the more important symbols
of the Old and New Testament, The Primitive. The Medieval, and the Modern Church.
PbI. Cleveland, J. H. Jansen, C. 1927, Second Edition revised. 1938. I am indebted to
Gilbert B. Carter of El Paso for this reference.

Adderuium
On May 8, 1961 Fr. Angelico Chavez in response to this
article on the Santa Fe Cathedral writes: "Some weeks ago
I found another example of the subject at the church of
Pefia Blanca, New Mexico. There are six brass candlesticks
there, sort of Renaissance style. The base of each has three
faces, one having a bas relief bust of Christ, the other of
the Madonna, and the third the Triangle and Holy Name in
Hebrew!"
Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins, Senior Archivist, office of State
Records Center, State of New Mexico, May 11,1961 advises:
". . . the Cathedral is still not complete, as Twitchell noted
in 1912. One of the towers was never finished in detail. I
read with interest the letter from Simon Bibo to Willi Spiegelberg of July 31, 1896 in the back of your article. I notice you
have a question mark beside Don Anudo. I think it quite likely
that it should be 'Don Amado' [Chavez], * important territorial office holder who lived part of his early life near San
Mateo and Cebolleta. In 1896, Amado Chavez was in Santa
Fe; later he became Superintendent of Public Instruction."
On May 15, 1961, Dr. John Porter Bloom National Park
Service, St. Louis, Missouri, informed the writer on the back

The Chasuble which is housed in the Cathedral at Santa Fe.
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of a picture postal card: ". . . I went out this afternoon to
get this card to send you. [The color photograph on the front
of the postal card is a reproduction of the old Cathedral, the
Church of Saint Louis IX, King of France, St. Louis, Missouri. It is the oldest Cathedral Church west of the Mississippi River. This present church began in 1831 and dedicated
in 1834, stands today as the most venerable religious monument in St. Louis. . . . Over the entrance of the old Cathedral chiseled into the stone, the tetragrammaton is enclosed
in a triangle]. I can add nothing to what you will no doubt
derive and infer from the picture. . . . The French derivation is obvious. It all tends to substantiate your article."
W. A. Keleher of Albuquerque, New Mexico, May 17,
1961, graciously dissents: ". . . I am still standing my
ground. I know Dr. Edward Staab and have known him for
many years. He was born in 1875 and could have no personal
knowledge of the incident. Personally, I can see nothing out
of the way if Abraham Staab bargained with the Archbishop. I remember Mr. Staab very well. Time and again I
saw him, and talked to him, never of course about the item
in question. He was a very precise, diligent, business-like
man. He may have wanted to make a gift of the notes to the
Bishop, and on the spur of the moment adopted the means
I described. In any event, no harm done. I am glad that the
item in my book produced interest. It seemed to me that it
demonstrated the splendid feeling that existed between a top
ranking man of the Jewish faith and the top man on the
Christian side so long ago."

Notes and Documents
Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, 15301888 has been reprinted by Horn and Wallace in a limited deluxe facsimile, Albuquerque, New Mexico. The reprint carries a foreword by
Senator Clinton P. Anderson of New Mexico and Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona. Priced at $15.00, it can replace many a shopworn
copy of the original edition in libraries and find a place in private collections, since the original is not available.
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*

*

Fast-disappearing skills and traditions of the Indian tribes of
Western America are recorded in three 16mm films which are now
available through University of California Extension's Department of
Visual Communication.
In the 13-minute color film titled "Buckeyes-A Food of the California Indians," a Nisenan Indian demonstrates the ancient method,
unique to the California Indians, of preparing the poisonous buckeye,
or horse chestnut. The result is an edible and nourishing staple, comparable in food value and taste to the potato.
The art of making the sinew-backed bow and its arrows is remembered by only a single member of the Yurok Tribe of northwestern California. The 24-minute color film, "The Sinew-Backed Bow and Its
Arrows," illustrates the painstaking techniques used to produce these
weapons of unequalled strength and accuracy.
"Pine Nuts," a 13-minute color film, depicts members of the Paiute
tribe preparing the nut of the pinon tree in a manner used by Indians
since pre-Columbian times. The pine nut has served as a nutritious
staple food for both the Paiute and Washoe Indians of California and
Nevada.
The films were planned and supervised by the late A. L. Kroeber,
University of California professor emeritus of anthropology, and S. A.
Barrett, project director of the American Indian films, with financial
support from the National Science Foundation.
Further information is available from the Department of Visual
Communications, University of California Extension, Berkeley 4, Calif.

*
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Garcia, Toribo, 251
Geography, North Mexico, 22fl'
Gerhardt, Herman, 305
Gila City, Arizona, 135
Gildersleeve, Charles C., 165
Gilg, Charles, merchant, 265
Givens, G. M., rancher, 297
Glueck, Alvin C., Jr., rev., Parish, The Charles
Ilfeld Company, 74
Goldsmith, Leopold, 128
Gomez, Mescalero chief, 27
Gonzales, Col. Simon Elias (1830's), 31
Gramophone, Edison, 268
Gray, Tom, sheepman, 272£
Gressley, Gene M., rev., Atherton, The Cattle
Kings, 232
Gross, Blackwell and Co., 207
Grubbs, Frank, "Frank Bond •..," 43-71
Guide to Materials on Latin America
by Harrison, rev' d., 230
Guyer, G. W., merchant, 276
Hagerman, Herbert J., 187
Hamm, Fred W., 204
Hand, J. D., 196
Hanna, Richard, 196

Hardy, Louis T., 45
Harrison, John P., Guide to Materials on
Latin America in the National Archives,
rev'd., 230
Hayden, Mother Magdalen, S. L., 12
Hee, Fred, shoopman, 301
HertzsIein, Morris, merchant, 262
Hittson, Jess, 255
Hittson, John, cattle raider, 243
Hittson, William, 243, 255
Hopewell, Willard S., 181
Horn and Wallace, publishers, Confederate
Victories in the Southwest . .. , rev'd., 72
Houghton, F. B., 59
Hubbell, F. A., 53
Huning, Fred D., 51
Ilfeld, Chas. and Son Co., 208
Ilfeld, Louis, 205 note
Ilfeld, Noa, 205 note
Income tax (1867), 247
Indian armament, 244; education (1880's),
149; massacre, 33; plundering, mid-eighteenth century, 85; slavery, 29f; Spanish
policy, 81 fl'
Irigoyen, Jose Maria de, 36
James, John, sheepman, 276
James, Thomas P., rancher, 276 and note
Jeffers, Joe (?), 126
Jenkins, Myra Ellen, quoted, 320
Jesuits, 215f; in Arizona, 16
Jesus Maria (Ocampo), Mexico, 22
Jews, see Emanuel Rosenwald, 110
J ohnes, Honey, 297
Jahnson, James, Indian massacre, 33
Jones, Oakah L., Jr., "Pueblo Indian Auxiliaries in New Mexico 1763-1821," 81-109
Joseph, Antonio, 165
Jose, Papago Indian chief, 17
J ouvenceau, Father Anthony, 144
Jouvenceau, Father Francis, 7
J uanitas Ranch, Floersheim and Abbott, 210

Keleher, W. A., quoted, 311, 321
Kelly, Harry, merchant, 292
Kenner, Charles L., "The Great New Mexico
Cattle Raid-1872," 243-259
Ketcham, H. T.; Indian agent, 244
Kibbey, Gov. J. H. (Arizona), 184
Kirker, Santiago, 22
Labadi, Lorenzo, Indian agent, 245
La Cinta canyon, 267
La Luna, newspaper (Chihuahua), 39
Lamy, John Baptist, 1-19 passim, 310
Land frauds, 188; law (1898),176
Larrazolo, Octaviano A., 143, 187
Larson, Robert W., "Statehood for New Mexico, 1888-1912," 161-200
La Salle Institute, Las Vegas, 219
Las Cruces, Sisters of Loretto, 138
Lassaigne, Father Peter (Arizona), 18
Las Vegas, college, 216; description, 208; La
Salle Institute, 219
Lawrence, Albert, merchant, 262
Leahy, Capt. David H., D. A., 190
Lieuwen, Edwin, rev., Harrison, Guide to Materials on Latin America . . ., 230
Llewellyn, Major W. W. H., 186
Lorna Parda, raid, 251£
Long, Alfred H., sheepman, 47, 305
Loretto, Sisters of, 4; Las Cruces, 138; Mora
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McDougall, William, 58
McGrath, J. D., 210
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McIntosh, John, sheepman, 300
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McKnight, Robert, 33
McLaughlin [B. F.], sheepman, 278, 306
Machebeuf, Father Joseph P., 1-19 passim
Mackenzie, [Col.] R. S., 248
Maestas, Francisco, rancher, 271
Majors, Waddell and Co., 117
Mansker, Robert T., deputy sheriff, 264
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Martinez, E., 210
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86
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Metcalf, Bill, rancher, 298
Mexican banditry (1840's) , 39; captives,
(1840's), 40
Military equipment, 89 ; policy, 86f; resources
(1752),84; strength (1780's), 97f
Mill, wool scouring, 203
Mills, Gov. William J., 195
Mining, Chihuahua, 22ff
Missionary, Arizona (Catholic), 1860's, 133
Mitchell, T. E., rancher, 268
Montezuma, proposed state, 169
Moore, merchant, 9
Moore, W. H. and Co., Fort Union, 125
Mora (parish), 1863, 11; land grant, 164
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Nash, Gerald D., rev., Clendenen, The United
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Navaho war (1818), 105f
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New Mexico Civil War Bibliography, by Rittenhouse, rev' d., 72
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North, Dr. S. T., cattleman, 273
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Ortiz, Don Juan Felipe, Father Vicario, 2
Ortiz land grant, 164
Otero, Guadalupe, 220
Otero, Mariano S., 165
Otero, Gov. Miguel, 177, 249
Otero, Miguel, Jr.• 250
Otto, Chris, sheepman, 264
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Oury, W. S., 132
Overbay, V. A., postmaster, 271
Paddock, John, rev., Dibble and Anderson,
Florentine Codex • • ., 155
.
Palen, R. J., 50
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revolt (1840), 39
Parish, William J .., ed., "Sheep Husbandry in
New Mexico, 1902-1903," 201·213, 260·309;
The Charles Ilfeld Company, rev'd., 74
Partido, 49
Pasamonte, 265
Patterson, James, rancher, 247
Penitentes, 153, 215
Pennsylvania Development Company, 188
Perea, Pedro, 165, 172
Photography, 110
Pinard, Pedro LeOn, rancher, 269
Pine nut, Indian use, 322
Plunkett, W. B., rancher, 297
Plunkett, Mrs. W. B. (James), 297
Pony Express, 118
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27
Postmaster, 251
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Prices (1860's), 123; (1870's), 128
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1763-1821," by Jones, 81-109
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Railroad, 181, 269 ; Tucson, 146
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Raynolds, J. M., 51
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Reeve, Frank D .., revs., Edward, ed., The
Whipple Report, 73; Horn and Wallace,

Confederate Victories in the Southwest
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.•., 157; Rittenhouse, Civil War Bibliography, 72; Slater, El MorTo . •., 237;
Theobald, Arizona Territory Post Offices
and Postmasters. 74; Winther, A Classified
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Reghieri, Father Donato, Arizona (1860's), 17
Revista Cat6lica press, 218 and note
Reynolds, Wallace, secretary, 18B
Ritaca Land Grant, 165
Rittenhouse, Jack D., New Me"ico Civil War
Bibliography, rev'd., 72
Rodey, Bernard S., 172
Romero, Cleopes, 210
Romero, Herbert D., 210
Romero, Nicanor, sheepman, 265
Romero [rico J. 249
Ronquillo, Lt. Col. Jose Ignacio, Apache
treaty (1838), 36
Rosa Mercantile Co., 46
Rosa (village), 46
Rosenwald, Aaron, 113f
Rosenwald, Edward, 115
Rosenwald, Emanuel, correspondence, 12Bf;
reminiscences, 110-131 ; see Errata, 333
Rosenwald, Janet, 113
Rosenwald, Joseph, 114f
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Rosenwald, Julia, 127
Rosenwald, Lucian, 113
Rosenwald, Robert E., 113
Ross. Gov. Edmund G., 162
Rough Riders' reunion, 178
Rural Police, Chihuahua (1830'5),33
Salpointe, Archbishop John Baptist. 1-19, 132154, 173, 214-229; Soldiers of the Cross, 225
San Bernardino rancho, 21
Sandoz. Mari, a critique, 243
San Miguel County, description, 287f
Santa Fe Archdiocese, 1875, 145
Santa Fe Central RR., 181
Santa Fe Ring, 162f
Santa Fe trail, 8
Santa Rita mine (1830'5).24,33
Sargent, Edward. 46
Scalp buying (1835). 32; hunters. Apache,
23f ; hunters. Taos (1839), 36
Schleter, Charles. sheepman, 264
School controversy (1889), 220
Schools, 173f
Schuster, Julie (Mrs. Abraham Staab). 318
Seaman, Edward, Lorna Parda postmaster,
251
Sena, J DSe, 194
Seris Indians. rebellion, 31
Sheep assessment, 284
"Sheep Husbandry ...... by Parish, 201-213,
260-309
Sheep price, 261
Shetland ponies, 308
Shoemaker. Ed., 122
Silver and politics. 176
Sisters of Loretto. Las Cruces. 138
Sisters of M.ercy, education, 139
Sisters of St. Joseph, Tucson, 138
Sisters of the Blessed Sacraments, 152
Slater. John M., El Morro: Inscription Rock.
New Mexico, rev' d., 237
Slavery, Indian, 29f
Small pox, 244
Smith, Ralph A., "Apache Plunder Trails
Southward, 1831-1840," 20-42
Soldiers of the Cross. by Salpointe. 225
Sonora, towns. 22ff ; description (1840's), 38
Spanish Indian policy, 81f'
Spanish Peaks, 260
Spiegelberg brothers, 313
Spiegelberg. Flora. quoted, 313
Spiess, Charles A., 194
Staab, Abraham. 311
Staab, Mrs. Abraham (Julie Schuster). 318
Staab. Zadoc, 311
Stafford, William A., 46
Stage line. 284
Staked Plains, sheep range, 306
Statehood (1875), 163
"Statehood for New Mexico. 1888-1912," by
Larson, 161-200
St. Catherine's Indian School, Santa Fe, 150
St. Francis Cathedral, Santa Fe, 310; construction donors, 318; architect. 320
St. Joseph, Sisters of, Tucson. 138
Stockton, Thomas. 256
Strauss. Philip, 117
Sumner, Charles, sheepman, 304
Sweetwater Wool Growers' Association, 302
Tapia, Captain (death), 19
Tarahumaras, 23
Taxation, Territorial. 185

Temperance movement, 220
Territorial Assembly, members 1858, 77
Texans, prejudice, 258
The American Shepherd's Bulletin, 201
The Cattle Kings. by Atherton, rev'd., 232
The Charles Ilfeld Company. by Parish, rev·d.•
74
"The Great New Mexico Cattle Raid-1872."
by Kenner, 243-259
Theobald, John and Lillian, Arizona Territory
Post Offices and Postmasters, rev'd., 74
"The Triangle and the Tetragrammaton," by
Fierman. 310-321
The United States and Pancho Villa . •., by
Clendenen, rev' d., 238
Thornton, William C.• 165
Tierra Amarilla land grant, 164
Tixier, M. G., postmaster, 270
Torrance, W. H., 181
Towns, North Mexico. 22f
Traister, Walter. postmaster, 266
Transportation, 112
Treaty. Apache (1838), 36
Tres Castillos [Victorio's death], 34
Trigo, Father Manuel de San Juan Nepomuceno, re pueblos, 84
Trimble, Judge L. S.• 172
Trinidad, Colo., description, 261
Tucson, Catholic Church, 132 ; education. 134f;
railroad 1880, 146
Tucumcari, description, 281
Ugarte y Loyola, Jacobo, commandante general. 95
Ulibarri, Sabine R., rev., Brenton, Bahia" . ",
159
Urgana, Lt. Col. Francisco Javier, Chihuahua, 41

Valverde, Paz. 198'
Veale. William. 256
Victorio, Apache chief, 25
V igil, Agustin. 270
V igil, Leandro, rancher, 270
Vorenberg Mercantile Co., 209
Vorenberg, Simon, 209
Wade. Charles, 51
Weil, Max, merchant. 262
Well, Parker. rancher, 267
Whipple, A. 'W., The Whipple Report, ed. by
E. T. Edwards. rev·d.• 73
White, Henry. sheepman, 295
Whitehead. Mrs. Samuel (Jetty). 113
Wight, E. D.• sheepman, 277
Wight. Frederick D.• sheepman, 278
Wilkinson, James, 203
Winther, Oscar Osburn, A Classified Bibliography of the Periodical Literature of the
Trans-Mississippi West (1811-1957). rev'd.•
73
Wolford, John F .• sheepman. 293
Wool scouring, 203; Trinidad, 260
Yaqui Indians. rebellion, 31
Yom Kippur, 115 note
Zerwekh. Sister Edward Mary. C.S.J., "John
Baptist Salpointe, 1825-1894," 1-19, 132-154,
214-229
Zubiria, Don Jose Antonio Laureano de,
Bishop of Durango, 1
Zubirle, Gov. Miguel, Durango, 38
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ERRATA
June 18, 1962
Dear Mr. Reeve:
In the meantime, let me say that Mrs. Jennie Rosenwald, who was
the wife of Gilbert Rosenwald, Emanuel Rosenwald's son, tells me that
the purported picture of my grandfather in the New Mexico Historical Review [April, 1962] is not in fact his picture. My sister was of
the same opinion. I had no opinion at all but could not identify the
photograph in any way. I did recall the appearance of my grandfather
quite well and assure you that the photograph in Twitchell's History
of New Mexico-a much later picture-is a good resemblance.
Sincerely yours,
Robert E. Rosenwald
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